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One of the accomplishments of which I am most 

proud is Delta Galil’s commitment to sustainability 

and corporate responsibility. Being socially 

responsible is a guiding principle of Delta Galil and 

one that our customers, employees, investors and 

communities have come to expect. In fact, we 

believe that in today’s world corporate success 

cannot be achieved without social responsibility. 

We have a responsibility to be outstanding global 

citizens, maximizing our positive social impact, and 

minimizing any negative impact we have on the 

environment. 

While our community of stakeholders is diverse, 

we all have a common goal - to leave our world 

better than we found it. As well as following our 

own responsible policies, our subcontractors must 

adhere to the same strict ethical guidelines and 

guiding principles that we do. We also value our 

human capital. We strive to create a healthy and 

safe environment for all our employees, and to 

create an environment that prioritizes personal and 

professional development, welfare and wellbeing. 

At Delta Galil, we take these initiatives seriously, 

and it gives me great pleasure to share our 

Corporate Social Responsibility Report for 2015-

2016. We choose to adhere to the more rigorous 

reporting standards of the Global Reporting 

Initiative (GRI) and believe that we are one of 

the few textile companies to report with such 

transparency. In this report, you can read about the 

progress we’ve made and our goals going forward 

in the following areas:

Environmental Responsibility.

As our company grows, we impact a larger part 

of the world. However, the recent opening of our 

green facilities in Vietnam and Egypt is testament 

to our green policies. In 2016, we also took 

major steps toward making our processes more 

environmentally friendly. We installed a new soft 

water system in Israel, which reduces overall 

water consumption and chemical usage. This soft 

hot water re-use system has resulted in a 20% 

savings in treated water consumption and a direct 

improvement in diesel usage. The installation of 

three new central economical vacuum units in our 

socks processing departments has resulted in an 

over 35% savings in electricity. A new sand filter 

in Karmiel has dramatically improved the quality 

of our wastewater. Additional improvements, 

such as factory-wide conversion to LED lighting, 

demonstrate our commitment to growth with 

minimal impact to the environment.

It’s now been almost a decade since I had the honor of being 

named Delta Galil’s CEO and I’m immensely proud of the 

company that our team of 12,000 employees has created. Over 

the past ten years, we have solidified our position as a leading 

global manufacturer and marketer of quality branded and private 

label apparel products, and we stay at the forefront of textile 

innovation. We’ve doubled our revenue to more than $1 billion 

and have established design, development and manufacturing 

centers across four continents. 
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Ethical Practices.

We demand ethical behavior from all our 

employees as well as from subcontractors with 

whom we work. Our code of ethics, fundamental 

to our company, prevents discrimination and 

harassment and encourages integrity, fairness and 

transparency. This past year we revised our Codes 

of Conduct and Ethics, implemented web-based 

ethics training, established a quarterly ethics forum 

in Israel and upgraded our compliance systems. 

We will conduct another review of our ethics 

policies this year to ensure our employees, as 

well as our subcontractors, are following ethical 

business practices and labor conditions.

Health and Safety

The health and safety of our employees is critical 

to our growth and continued success. I’m pleased 

to report that a company-wide training initiative 

resulted in a 14% decrease in [lost-time] accidents 

and an 18% drop in absenteeism in 2016. To 

continue this trend, we have established a rigorous 

schedule of employee training involving the entire 

company.

Welfare and Wellbeing

At Delta Galil, everybody is somebody. Our 

employees give so much of themselves and it is 

part of Delta Galil’s culture to give back to them. 

We continue to encourage personal development 

with a broad offering of relevant professional and 

managerial courses in business, management and 

the textile industry as well as organizational culture. 

We believe in a healthy work/life balance and 

encourage wellbeing through our recently launched 

“Be Yourself” program. This includes employee 

fitness classes, health seminars, celebration 

of family occasions, holidays, scholarships, 

excellence awards and so on.

For the past two years, we are honored to have 

maintained our “platinum” status as a member 

of Maala, a non-profit BSR organization that is 

a leading advocate for corporate responsibility 

in Israel, where we are headquartered. All our 

facilities are in line with this high standard and 

the outcomes can be seen in various global 

sustainability reports (such as the CDP).

Supply chain

While guiding our manufacturing and supply 

chain operations, we ensure all our partners are 

aware of the way we conduct our business and 

the way we expect them to conduct theirs. Social 

and environmental awareness is critical to these 

relationships.

Corporate responsibility

Our responsibility commitment - to the 

environment, our customers, employees, 

subcontractors and investors - is an essential 

pillar of our overall business strategy. We remain 

steadfastly committed to growing our business in a 

sustainable manner while minimizing the impact we 

have on the environment, and improving the lives 

of those who make our success possible. 

Thank you for your partnership.

Chapter 
-1-

About this Report 10

Material Issues 12

Sincerely, 

Isaac Dabah 

Chief Executive Officer
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The report summarizes our activity in the areas of corporate 

governance, the economy, society and the environment in 

2015 and 2016. Unless indicated otherwise, it covers 100% 

of Delta Galil’s production, manufacturing and logistics sites 

and activities during this time. Unlike our previous report, it also 

covers activity in our site in Turkey. The report does not include 

small local marketing offices, or data regarding local stores in 

Israel and abroad unless stated otherwise. In addition, it does 

not include activity in joint ventures we have in China and in 

Bangladesh1.

Our last GRI report was published in 2015, covering the years 

2013-2014. We intend to continue to publish a full report 

biennially. 

All data in the report is collected through direct measurement 

unless stated otherwise. We mention the names of subsidiaries 

abroad when we describe the activities that take place in these 

companies only. Environmental data analysis is done through a 

third-party consultancy, historical data has been updated using 

DEFRA coefficients2. 

This report has been prepared in accordance with the GRI 

Standards: Core Option. The data in this report corresponds 

with other reports issued and information presented by the 

Group in past years. This report is not part of the financial 

statements of the Company or Immediate Reports or Periodic 

Reports of Delta Galil. In case of any discrepancy between 

that stated in this report and these reports, the version in the 

financial statements is binding. The contents of the report are 

also published on the Corporate Social Responsibility website 

of Delta Galil - http://www.csr.deltagalil.com/ and on the 

company’s main website - http://deltagalil.com/sustainability/

While this report is not externally assured, it was submitted for 

GRI’s Materiality Disclosures Service.

This is our fifth Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) Report, and the 

first written in accordance with the new Global Reporting Initiative 

(GRI) Standards. 

1  102-45,102-49
2 102-48
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While the previous GRI reporting guidelines required reporting 

on a wide range of issues, the new GRI Standards’, requires 

in-depth reporting only on issues identified as material to Delta 

Galil operations. As part of our preparations for transforming 

to the new SRS reporting standards, and as the first step 

to performing a materiality assessment4, we conducted our 

first formal, company-wide external stakeholder assessment 

and materiality analysis. This was done with a third-party 

organization to help facilitate an independent assessment of 

the process and identify the material issues most relevant. 

Building Delta Galil’s Materiality Matrix

In our last report, we have identified 20 key topics as material 

issues as a result of our ongoing dialogue with stakeholders 

and an understanding of the pressing issues facing our 

sector. After the previous report was published we performed 

a summary of all stakeholder comments, recommendations 

and thoughts, and reviewed our key interest topics and 

sub-topics5. Using this information, we aimed to create a 

broad list of topics, including all those important to our varied 

stakeholders. A number of topics were set-apart as material 

issues that we wished to report in any case such as our 

relationship with local communities and the well-being of our 

employees6.

To validate our list of topics, we incorporated additional 

information sources: 

 GRI Research - Material issues in the textile sector: The 

study “What do stakeholders want to know? - Textiles, 

Apparel, Footwear and Luxury Goods” - conducted 

by GRI in 2012 presents a list of material issues that 

reflect expectations of various international stakeholders 

(e.g. businesses, civil society organizations, global 

representatives of the worldwide financial markets, etc.).

 Issues that arose in relation to Delta Galil and the 

apparel industry in the Israeli and Global media – Issues 

that arose from media reviews associated with the name of 

Delta Galil during recent years.

We than carried out a survey of stakeholders, including our 

Board of Directors, employees, customers, suppliers, and 

representatives of social and environmental organizations. 

The respondents were asked to rank the issues on the list in 

order of importance. We were able to build a materiality matrix 

to reflect the weighting of scores given for each topic by our 

stakeholders and Delta Galil’s Board of Directors. 

We have chosen to divide our matrix into three main bands 

(the green rings on the matrix), and assigned to each band 

a priority of reporting: 12 priority topics (reported fully), 17 

significant topics managed internally (reported in summary with 

data as available), and two non-significant topics. The matrix 

was approved by the Delta Galil’s Management, and indicated 

29 issues significant for reporting (as defined by priority) within 

the framework of this CSR report.

In recent years, we have identified our key stakeholder groups3 as 

employees, suppliers, customers, consumers, surrounding communities, 

authorities and various civil organizations.  

We engage with these groups on a regular basis, which has helped us 

identify key issues of interest for each group.

7 102-47, 8 103-1, 9 102-46

Topic Name Priority/Significant topic Reporting Boundaries

Anticorruption Significant Within the organization

Child Labor Priority Within & outside the organization

Compliance Priority Within the organization

Customer Health and Safety Priority Within & outside the organization

Customer Privacy Significant Within the organization

Diversity and Equal Opportunity Significant Within the organization

Economic Performance Priority Within the organization

Effluents and Waste Significant Outside the organization 

Emissions Significant Within & outside the organization

Employment Data Significant Within the organization

Energy Priority Within & outside the organization

Environmental Compliance Significant Within the organization

Equal Remuneration for Women and Men Significant Within the organization

Forced or Compulsory Labor Priority Within & outside the organization

Freedom of Association Significant Within the organization

Labor/Management Relations Significant Within the organization

Market Presence Priority Within the organization

Marketing Communications Significant Within the organization

Material use Significant Within the organization

Non-Discrimination Priority Within the organization

Occupational Health and Safety Priority Within the organization

Procurement practices Significant Within & outside the organization

Product and Service Labeling Priority Within the organization

Products and Services Significant Within & outside the organization

Supplier Assessment for Labor Practices Significant Outside the organization 

Supplier Environmental Assessment Significant Outside the organization 

Supplier Human Rights Assessment Priority Outside the organization 

Water use Priority Within & outside the organization

Workers Training and Education Significant Within the organization

3 102-40, 102-42, 4 102-46, 5 102-43, 6 102-46

The issues and their boundaries are described in the table below789:  
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Delta Galil Materiality Matrix

# Topic

1 Anticorruption

2 Biodiversity

3 Child Labor

4 Compliance

5 Customer Health and Safety

6 Customer Privacy

7 Diversity and Equal Opportunity

8 Economic Performance

9 Effluents and Waste

10 Emissions

11 Employment Data

12 Energy

13 Environmental Compliance

14 Equal Remuneration for Women and Men

15 Forced or Compulsory Labor

16 Freedom of Association

17 Labor/Management Relations

18 Market Presence

19 Marketing Communications

20 Material Use

21 Non-Discrimination

22 Occupational Health and Safety

23 Procurement practices

24 Product and Service Labeling

25 Products and Services

26 Supplier Assessment for Labor Practices

27 Supplier Environmental Assessment

28 Supplier Human Rights Assessment

29 Transportation

30 Water Use

31 Workers Training and Education

Im
po

rt
an

ce
 to
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el

ta
 G
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il

Importance to Stakeholders

29 2

27

26
9

17

14

7

1

11

10 13

12

6
1619

20 31
23

18

8
24 28

21

22 5

4

30

15 3

25

Significant topics

non-significant topics

priority topics
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Our Story 

From our original base in Israel, in over four decades we 

have established strategically located design, development 

and manufacturing centers spread across four continents. 

Today, we are proud to be a leading global manufacturer 

and marketer of branded and private label apparel products 

for men, women and children. We employ approximately 

12,000 people10 worldwide and serve over 50 industry-leading 

customers in the US, UK, Europe and Israel. Delta Galil shares 

are publicly traded on the Tel Aviv Stock Exchange (DELT).

We anticipate new fashion trends and develop cutting-edge 

technologies and fabrics, all in-house and all built over a 40-

year tradition of uncompromised excellence in manufacturing, 

marketing and service. Delta Galil leverages a deep knowledge 

base and enjoys flexible core manufacturing competencies 

in knitting, dyeing and finishing, as well as in cutting, sewing, 

seamless and molding. Delta Galil, with its vertical capability 

from concept through to manufacturing, is uniquely positioned 

to deliver cutting-edge fabric innovation. 

Our business model, which includes private label products 

(28% from 2016 sales) and branded products (72%), working 

with retailers, through licensees and through our owned 

brands, enables us to best serve our customers, to reach 

further markets and minimize risk through answering multiple 

market’s needs.

Organizational Structure
 
Delta Galil is led by Mr. Isaac Dabah - the company’s Chief 

Executive Officer (CEO) since 2008. He holds a controlling 

interest of approximately 54% (49% directly and additional 

6% through Sterling macro fund). Mr. Noam Lautman, the son 

of the late Dov Lautman, Delta Galil’s founder, is chairman of 

the Board and holds approximately 10% of the company. The 

remaining shares (36%) are publicly traded. 

The following is the structure of 

the Company’s holdings in material 

subsidiaries as of December 31, 2016, 

all are fully owned:

Manufacturing 
Companies

Delta Galil 
Industries Ltd.
(The Company)

Schiesser AG
Seven For 

All  Mankind 
International 

SAGL

Delta Textile 
Egypt S.A.E

Delta Alfa 
Corap Ve 

Tekstil San  
Tic A.S

Pleas S.A Thai Progress 
Garment

Delta Textile 
Bulgaria Ltd.

Delta Galil
USA Inc

Delta Galil 
Premium 
Brands

Delta Textile
London

Delta Galil 
Holland B.V.

Organizational 
Structure

10  2017 Data
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Finance

HR

Marketing 
and Strategic 
Development

Information 
Systems

Business 
Development

Delta
Premium 
Brands

Delta IsraelSchiesser Global Upper 
Market

 Delta USA

CEO

There were some changes during the reporting period 

regarding structure, or ownership. In 2015 and 2016, we 

invested in growing our production capacity. This was achieved 

by opening a new Vietnamese manufacturing facility (for the 

production of yarn, woven fabrics, complete textile products 

and garments), and a new dye house in Egypt. We also started 

production of a new factory in El Minya, Egypt.

In 2015, we acquired Loomwork Apparel Inc, which includes 

the P.J. Salvage label, and signed a license agreement with 

PUMA in Israel. The license agreement puts Delta Galil in 

charge of all marketing, distribution and retail activities of 

PUMA in Israel.

In 2016, Delta Galil acquired the fashion brands 7 For All 

Mankind, Splendid and Ella Moss from VF Corporation in the 

biggest acquisition deal in company history. This acquisition 

has opened a new business segment for Delta Galil, and 

penetrated our business into the premium denim market. We 

also consolidated our Israeli offices and moved into our new 

headquarters in Caesarea. This transformed the company 

from a decentralized structure with multiple sites into a unified 

structure with one main HQ building.

Our Operations

We provide our customers with a broad array of high-quality 

products in accordance with their specific requirements, 

and at competitive prices. We manufacture about 30% of 

our products ourselves and purchase around 70% from 

subcontractors. We have relationships with subcontractors 

in China, Turkey, Pakistan and Bulgaria for the manufacturing 

of socks and in Egypt, Jordan and a number of East Asian 

countries for the manufacture of undergarments and seamless 

clothing for other areas of activity. We are not dependent on 

any subcontractors and there were no significant changes in 

the pool of subcontractors during 2015 and 2016.

We have five main segments of operation:

Delta Galil USA (DGUSA)

In this segment, the Group deals in the development, design 

and marketing of undergarments, socks and activewear for 

private labels in the women, men and children categories, sold 

to the largest retail chains in the United States, as well as in the 

development, design and marketing of undergarments, socks 

and activewear under labels it has received a concession for 

and labels in its possession. Furthermore, this area of activity 

concentrates the UK undergarment and sock activity. 

Global Upper Market (GUM)

This segment of operation, mainly deals in the development, 

design, manufacture and marketing of men’s and women’s 

undergarments, and active wear and seamless clothing for 

women. These are manufactured at our factories and sold 

to retail chains and leading labels in Europe and the United 

States. The marketing and distribution operation for this 

segment is performed by Delta Galil, while the manufacturing 

operation is carried out by the Company in our Israeli factories, 

through subsidiaries active in Egypt, Bulgaria, Thailand, 

Turkey and Jordan, through a joint venture in China as well as 

subcontracted to the Middle East and the Far East.

Schiesser

This segment of operation deals in the development, design, 

manufacture and marketing of labelled undergarments for 

men, women and children as well as active wear mainly 

under the Schiesser label. These are sold to customers in 

Germany and other Western European countries both through 

Schiesser’s shops other retail chains. Schiesser products are 

mainly manufactured at our two production sites in the Czech 

Republic and Slovakia. In addition, Schiesser operates a sales 

office in Hong Kong.

Delta Israel

This segment includes the Company’s operation in Israel. 

As part of this area of activity the Company deals in the 

development, design and marketing of labelled undergarments 

for women and men, active wear as well as children’s clothing 

mainly under the “Delta” and “Fix” labels. These are distributed 

via our shops in Israel as well as in wholesale activity for Israeli 

retail chains. In 2015 the company bought the Puma license 

and from 2016 Delta Galil has been in charge of all marketing, 

distribution and retail activities of PUMA in Israel. 

Delta Premium Brands

Purchased in August 2016, the Company deals in developing, 

designing, marketing, distributing and selling premium 

products under the following brands:”7 For All Mankind”, 

“Splendid” and “Ella Moss”. The “7 For All Mankind” brand is 

a leading global denim label and the brands “Splendid” and 

“Ella Moss” are leading American clothing labels for outerwear 

and associated products. These products are sold through 

the Company’s retail chain in the United States and Europe, 

through the website and in wholesale activity at retail marketing 

chains.

Business 
Structure

Business 
Units

HQ 
Functions

Organizational Structure
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Sales Breakdown

Sales Breakdown by Geographic Region

Delta 
USA

45%

39%

23%

26%

Global 
Upper 
Market

17%17%

Schiesser

0%

9%

Delta 
Premium 
Brands

Delta 
Israel

12%
13%

Sales Breakdown by Business Segment

2015 2016

2015 2016

Other

3% 3%

USA

57%
55%

Europe 
Exc 

Germany

14% 15%

Germany

14% 14%

Israel

12%
13%

The entrance of the Delta Galil Premium Brands (DGPB) 

segment in the third quarter has made a positive impact on 

sales. In only four months, DGPB was responsible for 9% of 

the total Delta Galil sales in 2016. The reduction in percentage 

of the USA sales out of total sales in 2016 in comparison to 

2015 is due to reduction in the organic sales of Delta USA and 

Global Upper Market Segments offset by the DGPB sales in 

the US, following its acquisition in August 2016. In 2016 the 

Company invested in a number of growth engines in Israel 

(FIX, PUMA, FIT, expansion of the retail chain) and in Europe 

(7 For All Mankind), which reflected in an increase in sales at 

these regions.

* Note that 2016 data as reflected in the above graphic includes DGPB 
sales for the four month period of 2016, since it was acquired
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USA

CANADA

THAiLAND

CHiNA

EgyPT

iSRAEL

BULgARiA

SLOvAkiA
Uk

CzECH REPUBLiC

BELgiUM

NETHERLANDS

DENMARk

TURkEy

JORDAN

gERMANy

Israel

Headquarters, fabric development, 
dyeing and knitting operations, 
warehouses and logistical center, 
national retail chain

United Kingdom

Marketing Offices

Jordan

Sewing workshops and warehouses

Egypt

Knitting, cutting and sewing plant, 
offices, warehouses, dying plant and 
cutting and sewing plant

Turkey

Sock manufacturing plant

Vietnam

Undergarments manufacturing 
plant.  
Sock manufacturing plant 
under construction

United States

Warehouses and logistic centers, 
show rooms and offices

Bulgaria

Sock manufacturing plant

Thailand

Cutting and sewing plant

Czech Republic

Knitting, cutting and sewing plant, 
warehouses and offices

Slovakia

Sewing workshop

Germany

Warehouse, logistical center, offices 
and retail chain

Western Europe 
 
Stores and offices: Belgium,
the Netherlands, Switzerland, 
Denmark and Austria

China 

Manufacturing of socks and knitting 
operations

2,320

2,015

2,360

510 520

915 980

1,520

735 715 710

1,620
1,360

1,320

430 475 455

Israel Jordan Egypt Turkey Asia (mainly 
Thailand)

Czech 
  Republic

275 275270

595 620 630
820

960 920

1,430

580 640

210 200 165

Slovakia Bulgaria Germany USA Others  
Marketing sites in 
Europe and Asia

Delta Galil Annual Workforce Breakdown by Country
2014 2015 2016

Across the world, we employ local management and employees, empowering the communities in 

which we operate, and providing employment opportunities. If local staff do not have the professional 

skills required to manage a site, the company’s management hires an external manager to manage 

the site alongside local management. To date, this is the case in only three of our facilities worldwide. 

Furthermore, in places where manufacturing skills may be lacking, we provide full training. In doing so, 

Delta Galil provides new employment opportunities in these locations.

In 2015, Delta Galil built a new factory in Cat Trinh Commune, Binh Dinh province. The factory was built according to 

green building standards and opened up new employment opportunities for the surrounding community (nearly 190,000 

people). The 43,700 square meter facility employs more than 1,000 people and is set to expand in the future. Alongside our 

comprehensive orientation program, the unskilled employees were trained from scratch with the operational skills needed 

for the new facility (pre-production and production tools, quality managment, industrial engineering, soft skills and more). 

The facility is run by a local management team, and the site runs community and welfare projects for both employees and 

neighboring villages.

Providing Employment Opportunities in Vietnam 
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MARKETING
CONCEPTS

MARKET
RESEARCH

CONSUMERS
INSIGHTS

NETWORKING
EXPERTS

INVENTIVE
THINKING 
TOOLS

WEAR TRIALS
CREATIVE &
TESTING WAYS

EXTERNAL
COOPERATION

CERTIFICATIONS

We strive to improve apparel for men and women by 

developing products that introduce real innovation and reflect 

a body-before-fabric™ approach. Innovation is our way of 

living. We explore human physiology, examine the body’s 

interaction with different textile materials, and consistently 

take into account changing lifestyle needs, so we can deliver 

products that are not only fashionable but also - equally 

important - comfortable. Delta Galil is a powerhouse of 

innovative technologies and intellectual properties, which give 

our customers a leading advantage in their markets.  

We work in creative teams comprising fashion, textile, 

product and graphic designers, as well as knitting, dyeing 

and finishing technicians. For design and development, we 

follow a systematic innovation process (SIP). This is our 

structured approach to innovative thinking, aimed at bringing 

groundbreaking products to customers, while retaining our 

added value and competitive edge. The process includes 

cross-disciplinary collaboration — design, marketing, 

development, and technology — from the early stages of 

research and investigation, through development and design, 

to presenting the final product to the client and drawing 

conclusions.

Our experts leverage the company’s vast knowledge base and core manufacturing 

competencies, to deliver comprehensive solutions that address the dynamic changes in the 

industry. Acquiring franchise rights, purchasing and developing brands are central to our 

growth strategy. Alongside the development and production as a private label this will increase 

market share as a brands company as well as a franchise producer for leading global brands.

Our innovation process

.2726.



Professional active wear for leading brands, as well as active 

wear for ‘soft sports’ – yoga, studio. The activewear category is 

a strategic one for Delta Galil and a growth engine. 

Delta Galil manufactures bras 

to various leading brands in 

the brassiere market.

Underwear for men 

and teens. Delta Galil 

has been the leader in 

the Men’s underwear 

category since its 

early days, producing 

product with a focus 

on comfort, fit and 

functionality.

.2928.



Delta Galil’s fabrics are breakthrough developments 

in the field. We offer extremely light yet powerful 

fabrics for ultimate comfort and ease.  Delta Galil 

is a world leader in the design, development and 

production of shapewear, using state- of- the- art 

technologies. 

Ladies underwear items, 

including panties, seamless 

products, shapewear and 

bras, using of fabric expertise 

for extremely delicate light 

feminine fabrics.
Taking advantage of our unique fabric development capabilities enable 

Delta Galil to expand its range to offer tees and tops, to be ‘worn to see’.

Delta Galil Labs™ utilizes the most 

advanced technologies to create 

innovative fabrics and garments. Over 

the years we have launched numerous 

genuinely innovative projects that have 

impacted their respective categories 

and demonstrated advances in textile 

development, manufacturing processes 

and products. These include: Real Cool 

Cotton, Real Lasting Cotton and Real 

Lasting Softness and more

Socks for men, women and kids in dress, casual and sporting styles. Delta 

Galil is one of the leading companies in the world in the socks segment. The 

technological level and innovation have turned Delta Galil into a leading partner 

for top global sporting brands. Alongside its global leadership as a franchise 

holder, Delta as a brand, is also the market leader of Israel’s socks market.

Free Spirit

.3130.



Delta Galil designs, develops, markets 

and sells branded denim apparel 

under the brand 7 For All Mankind.

Underwear and apparel for 

boys and girls

Kids

Jeans

Product Categories (% from 2016 sales)

MENS

19% 16% 11% 9%
LADIES

45%
SOCKS KIDS PREMIUM 

BRANDED DENIM

.3332.



Ever aware of the pulse of the marketplace, Delta Galil 

is depended on to lead apparel designers and retailers 

worldwide. We help them introduce new products 

and innovative manufacturing solutions that answer 

consumer demands, and help grow their market share. 

Our customers are the leading retailers and brands in the 

world and they enjoy Delta Galil’s know how and high-

end capabilities in design and manufacturing. We are 

proud to have contributed to the success of Wal-Mart, 

Marks & Spencer, J.C. Penny, Nordstrom, Bloomingdales 

and Target as well as leading fashion brands such as 

Calvin Klein, Nike and Victoria’s Secret. In addition, we 

sell our products under brand names licensed to the 

company, including Wilson, Maidenform, Columbia, 

Lacoste, Marc O’Polo, Penguin, Juicy Couture and others.

We maintain open, transparent working relationships with 

our customers regarding all aspects of our corporate social 

responsibility performance. Customer audits are conducted at our 

production sites as well as those of our finished goods suppliers. 

In addition, some of our customers audit our environmental 

performances via evaluation surveys sent to all their suppliers.  

We maintain a high score through all these ratings.

MEN’S
UNDERWEAR/
LOUNGE

WOMEN’S
INTIMATES/
LOUNGE

GIRLS
INTIMATES

SOCKS
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Delta Galil sells products through collaboration with 

the biggest retailers in the world, under licensed 

brands and under its own brands. In the last few 

years, we have enlarged our branded activity 

from 50% to about 72% of our total sales. Delta 

Galil’s primary owned brands are: Delta (in Israel), 

Schiesser, LittleMissMatched, Karen Neuburger and 

Nearly Nude.
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The original Delta Galil brand, known 

as Delta, has been a household name 

throughout Israel for decades. Since it 

was established, Delta is the first name 

to pop to mind when requiring everyday 

wear – with their young, innovative, 

stylish garments Delta’s range is always 

comfortable and always the answer. 

Delta’s garments are distributed and 

sold through the country’s major 

retailers as well as in Delta’s own 170  

stores11 and online store. All garments 

are sold and promoted under the 

Delta brand name, as well as under 

the names of local affiliate brands – 

Yodfat, Machtonim, Comfort, Punch 

and Touch. Delta Israel has exclusive 

license agreements with Puma, Disney, 

NICI, Marvel, Nike and Keds, for design, 

production and marketing of intimate 

apparel, pajamas, active wear and 

children’s wear.

Delta Israel 

www.delta.co.il

Schiesser 

www.schiesser.com

Purchased by Delta Galil in 2012, 

Schiesser holds Germany’s top market 

share in the men’s segment as well as 

solid shares in the women’s and children’s 

segments. The company also carries 

a youth-oriented line called: Schiesser-

Uncover, and a trendy retro collection 

known as Schiesser-Revival. All Schiesser 

brands retail in department stores, 

specialty stores, and in company-owned 

stores located throughout Germany. 

Other key markets include Belgium, the 

Netherlands, Switzerland, Austria and Italy.

11 143 are owned and 27 are operated by 
concessionaires
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P.J.Salvage is one of the leading 

manufacturers of fashionable pajamas, 

loungewear and women’s intimates. 

P.J. Salvage was acquired by Delta 

Galil in 2015 and today it is Hollywood’s 

go-to purveyor for fashion pajamas, 

loungewear, and intimates.

P.J Salvage
 
www.PJSalvage.com

Established in 1994 Karen Neuburger – KN, is a lifestyle brand of 

women’s sleepwear, which was purchased by Delta Galil in 2011. 

Passionate about maintaining their heritage softness, comfort and 

appeal, KN produces sleepwear in the classic KN signature interlock 

knit, a very soft two-way stretch fabric. Over the years the KN collection 

has expanded to include sleep-shirts, gowns, short-sets and robes.

Karen Neuburger
 
www.karenneuburger.com
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Nearly Nude serves women of all 

shapes and sizes with a range of 

classic, feminine, comfortable seamless 

shape wear that can be worn every day. 

Known for its innovative technology 

and engineered to slim, smooth and 

compress, Nearly Nude is the ultimate 

shaping underwear. Nearly Nude was 

purchased by Delta Galil in 2010 and is 

currently stocked in close to 400 stores 

worldwide.

Nearly Nude 

www.nearlynudeunderwear.com

www.7forallmankind.com

7 For All Mankind

The L.A based 7 For All Mankind is a 

leading Denim brand that immediately 

became associated with celebrities and 

fashion icons seeking the signature style 

of 7 FAM jeans. 7 For All Mankind was 

acquired by Delta Galil in 2016, joining 

the ever-growing family of brands.
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Acquired by Delta Galil in 2016, Ella 

Moss brings with it a fashionable and 

contemporary touch. The renowned 

fashion brand Ella Moss was founded 

by designer Pamella Protzel-Scott with a 

distinct boho-chic and romantic touch.

Ella Moss
 
www.ellamoss.com

Splendid was acquired by Delta 

Galil in 2016. Splendid is known 

for comfort, soft materials and 

great style. Splendid offers 

versatile apparel, accessories and 

footwear. With the motto “make 

the world a cozier place” Splendid 

emphasizes color, softness and 

playfulness in all its products.

Splendid
 
www.splendid.com
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www.fixfixfixfix.co.il

FIX is a young brand, manufacturing, distributing 

and selling intimates and other products such as 

socks and loungewear. Acquired by Delta Galil in 

2014, FIX is a refreshing addition to the Delta Galil 

family, and it continues to grow with new stores 

across Israel planned to open in the future.

Fix

LittleMissMatched started with a very 

simple mission: Build a girls’ clothing 

brand that is FUN, inspires CREATIVITY, 

embraces individual STYLE and 

celebrate self XPRESSION. Our girls’ 

clothing line started with colorful girls’ 

socks sold in packs of three, realizing 

there is a whole market segment that 

shares the passion for demonstrating 

creativity and self-expression through 

clothes. 

LittleMissMatched was acquired by 

Delta Galil in 2012 and maintains the 

motto “Be bold and think outside the 

socks. Fashion is fun! “

LittleMissMatched 

www.LittleMissMatched.com

.4746.
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Fair Labor Association (FLA)

Delta Galil is a member of the FLA and also represented in its 

board of directors. The FLA is a non-profit collaborative effort 

of universities, civil society organizations, and businesses. It 

describes its mission as promoting adherence to international 

and national labor laws.

CDP

Since 2009, we have been reporting on our direct and indirect 

impacts on climate change to the Carbon Disclosure Project 

(CDP) supply chain initiative. CDP Supply Chain members 

are working with CDP in order to understand the risks and 

opportunities that sustainable resource use presents to their 

suppliers. 

Manufacturers Association of Israel

The Association promotes economic independence and 

security. The Association influences decision-making at the 

macro-economic level, including labor and foreign trade, and 

deals with proposed parliamentary legislation, as well as the 

execution of laws.

Maala

Delta Galil has been a member of the non-profit organization 

Maala-Business for Social Responsibility since its 

establishment in 1998. Maala is Israel’s leading advocate for 

corporate responsibility. As a member we receive updated 

professional information and are connected to a local and 

international network of socially responsible companies. 

Membership is a declaration of our support for corporate 

responsibility. Each year, we participate in the Maala Index 

for Social Responsibility. Delta Galil Israel has maintained its 

“Platinum” status in 2015 and 2016.

 

Ministry of Environmental Protection (MEP) voluntary 

national GHG registry

In 2010, Delta Galil Israel joined Israel’s MEP voluntary registry 

for reporting greenhouse gas emissions. Through the initiative, 

participating companies provide an annual report on their GHG 

emissions.

In 2016, following large-scale changes to our business 

landscape, as well as the changing social and 

economic expectations, we carried out a company-

wide review of our core values, vision and mission.

We are a member of numerous industry organizations that help ensure responsible business practices:
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Vision - Body before FabricTM

At Delta Galil we strive to maintain our position as global leaders in the field of high 

quality apparel. Led by the desire to support our customers, we aspire to fulfill and 

exceed their expectations through continuous innovation and creativity, all the while 

staying true to our universal social and environmental ideals.

Mission - Global Leadership

Delta Galil’s mission is to continue our tradition of global leadership in high quality apparel, 

socks and premium denim.

 We create products that make people feel stylish, comfortable and special from birth to 

old age. We aim for an integrative approach to designing and producing our products, 

focusing on innovation, advanced technologies and customer’s needs and lifestyles.

We are committed to supporting our customers, fulfilling and exceeding their 

expectations, and enabling them to be more competitive in the market place.

Delta Galil employs individuals from all over the world. We are proud of being a multi-

cultural, global firm. We believe in mutual respect and co-existence within the Delta Galil 

family and in the communities in which we operate. The company is committed to being 

a safe and healthy work place, which provides employees with the opportunity to grow 

and develop with in the Delta Galil family. We are committed to continue to grow and 

evolve, while considering our corporate, social and environmental responsibilities and 

stewardship at all times.

.5150.



Delta Spirit

Adding value into everything we touch. 

Growth Drive

Passion for personal, professional and business growth. 

Team Work

Embracing diversity, and being fully committed to 

working as one toward a shared result. 

Fairness

Integrity, transparency and trust in everything we do. 

Inspired by Innovation

Celebrating creativity, an open mind and playfulness. 

Being Present

Authentic and enthusiastic engagement 

with every stakeholder.

These six values are the shared 

convictions that we bring to our 

professional and personal conduct 

– we believe they are a fundamental 

strength of our business.

In our 2016 leadership conference, 

executive managers from all over the 

world sat down together to translate 

the values into actions. It was decided 

that from 2017, these values would 

be included in employee assessments 

and when hiring new recruits. We will 

provide training on our new values 

to managers, who will in turn train 

all employees. Our daily actions are 

guided by this set of principles.

Our Values
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The Code includes rules of conduct related to subjects such 

as preventing discrimination and harassment; integrity, fairness 

and transparency; avoiding conflicts of interest; prohibition 

of receiving gifts and benefits; precise and timely financial 

reporting, giving back to the community and environmental 

protection. 

Due to our organizational growth and changing regulations, 

over the years we have updated the Code a number of times, 

including in 2015. As part of this process, we held an ethics 

workshop for senior executives, with the participation of our 

CEO, Mr. Isaac Dabah. The workshop included a discussion 

on our strengths and challenges around the world, and 

participants agreed a plan of action to address any issues of 

ethics and to implement the revised Code.

Throughout 2016, we implemented the new Code through 

training and our intra-organizational communication channels. 

We distributed the Code in Hebrew, English and Arabic to all 

Delta Galil employees worldwide. We provided training on the 

Code for employees and managers at various sites, which 

included discussions regarding ethical issues that arise from 

the Code. We then monitored, evaluated and measured the 

effectiveness of the implementation process. 

To increase understanding of the Code, we developed a new 

courseware on the subject, and all employees are obligated 

to go through the course once a year. Every couple of years, 

senior executives receive specific training on the Code and 

ethical business conduct. 

We also take measures to ensure compliance with our Code. 

For example, stakeholders can report illegitimate or unethical 

behavior to our internal audit department via e-mail or our 

anonymous ethics hot line. To read our Ethical Code, please 

visit www.csr.deltagalil.com.

We introduced Delta Galil’s Code of Ethics back in 2002, which outlines our 

principles for ethical and proper behavior. These stem from our vision and 

values, direct our activity and decision-making, and provide the foundation 

for the ethical management of the company.

We attach great importance to maintaining an ongoing 

dialogue with our various stakeholders, and devote 

considerable resources to  increasing communication with 

them. We truly believe that this continuous, open dialog with 

our various stakeholders is essential to Delta Galil’s continuous 

growth. Transparent, open and mutual dialogue enables us to 

understand the needs and desires of our stakeholders so we 

can improve for them and offer them targeted and accurate 

solutions.

Defining the groups of stakeholders was a process, and a few 

years ago, we identified eight different groups: our employees, 

suppliers, customers, consumers, local communities around 

our sites, authorities, various civil organizations and our 

shareholders12. We conduct our business in a shared and 

transparent manner with all our stakeholders. 

  ׳  ,102-42 ,102-40 12

Stakeholders & Key Topics of Interest
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Stakeholders Key Topics of Interest Dialogue Channel Frequency

EMPLOyEES Transparency, corporate governance, business 
successes, financial stability, labor conditions, 
employee welfare & wellbeing, employee 
development, employment stability

Questionnaires, round tables, town  
hall meetings, feedback meetings, educational 
programs, managerial courses, internal portal 
and social channels

Ongoing

SuPPLIERS Business & ethical conduct, financial stability, 
supplier screening

Periodic face-to-face meetings,  
second and third-party compliance audits, 
Environmental Awareness program for 
suppliers

Annual and 
periodical

CuSTOMERS Transparency, regulatory compliance, 
environmental compliance, business & ethical 
conduct, competitiveness, service, product 
quality & safety, product comfort, innovation, 
value for money, labor conditions, supplier 
screening

Periodic face-to-face meetings, periodical 
reports submitted by Delta Galil, ongoing 
mutual dialogue

Periodical

CONSuMERS Transparency, service, product quality & safety, 
product comfort, branding, value for money,

Focus groups for products, questionnaires, 
wear trials, customers feedback, sales,  
costumer club, social media

Periodical

LOCAL 
COMMuNITIES

Transparency, regulatory compliance, 
environmental compliance, social contribution

Social media, informal & formal dialogue with 
the Director of Corporate Communication and 
local managers

Periodical

AuTHORITIES Transparency, regulatory compliance, 
environmental compliance, corporate 
governance, business & ethical conduct

Financial reviews, updates upon request, 
meetings 

Periodical & 
upon request

CIvIL SOCIETy Transparency, business & ethical conduct, 
business success, innovation 

Disclosures and feedback Periodical

SHAREHOLDERS Transparency, Regulatory compliance, 
Environmental compliance, Corporate 
governance, Business & ethical conduct, 
Competitiveness, Business success, Financial 
stability, Branding, Labor conditions, Supplier 
screening

Annual Shareholder’s assembly, quarterly 
reports

Quaterly

13  102-43 ,102-44
14 102-44

Topics of interest were selected according to issues of interest 

to the majority of each stakeholder group, although other 

issues may be of interest too. We consider this report as part 

of our commitment to transparency with our stakeholders, 

and as a basis for informed dialogue. Examples of stakeholder 

dialogue and its outcomes can be found throughout the 

report14 .

Our methods of communicating with stakeholders are many and varied13:

Delta Galil Websites 
and Social Channels- 
Creating An Open 
Dialogue With Our 
Stakeholders

On Delta Galil’s website, we offer insight and transparency 

into what goes on inside our company – the people, 

products, processes and more. Stakeholders can easily find 

information about what is happening inside the company, 

which encourages involvement16. Visit our site and learn 

more about us: http://deltagalil.com 

In 2016, we launched a new platform bringing together 

CSR related issues at http://www.csr.deltagalil.com. This 

new website features news stories, updates and featured 

articles about our community programs, environmental 

efforts and so on. Our World of Delta website http://www.

worldofdelta.com which tells the story of our people, 

innovation and global presence was launched as well.

We have introduced new social channels –on Instagram 

and Facebook, and are going viral with recent innovations 

and inside stories. We invite you all to join us on 

Facebook:@WorldOfDelta and Instagram: DeltaGalil.

15 102-44
16 102-44

Delta Egypt-
Creating a Culture
of Trust15

In recent years, our operations in Egypt (Delta Egypt) 

faced several pressures. This meant we had to go through 

a significant restructuring to improve efficiency. Facing 

inevitable redundancies and department merging, we were 

reluctant to force change on employees. Instead, Delta 

Egypt opened a dialogue with employees to explain to them 

why change was needed, the likely impact on staff, and to 

involve them in some of the decision-making.

Due to this transparent dialogue, it did not seem as a 

detached management seeking to financially improve 

through the dismissal of a large section of the workforce 

but more of an acceptance that we are all trying together to 

improve the company for the benefit of all concerned. The 

trust that was built during this process created a situation 

where all redundancies were accepted and supported. 

Management were also able to install new operation 

systems into our warehouses, quality departments, cutting 

and sewing floors, and employees were encouraged to give 

feedback, make suggestions and raise any concerns, giving 

them a voice.

What further reinforced the feeling of growing management 

and employee’s closer relations, was the way, Delta 

Galil’s HQ recognized very quickly the impact of Egypt’s 

devaluation of currency on the cost of living and employee 

morale. They examined the payroll and made improvements 

as an assistance to all. This demonstrated to the employees 

that the change in culture was top to bottom and a new age 

of trust began.

Another dialog channel that was opened due to these 

changes was towards the site’s customers. The engagement 

process was put into place in order to assure them that 

Delta Egypt had factored in the operational changes so it 

would not make problems in regards to the on-time delivery 

of their orders.

An outcome of these measures was the improvement of 

business performance. The financial results show that Delta 

Egypt has significantly improved, while creating a culture of 

trust between management and employees in the process. 
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17  Make trade Fair and Oxfam International; 2004, ‘Trading away your rights’, 
women working in global supply chains.

  https://www.oxfam.org/sites/www.oxfam.org/files/rights.pdf
  http://www.greenpeace.org/international/Global/international/briefings/toxics/2016/

Fact-Sheet-Timeout-for-fast-fashion.pdf

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

Net Sales 817.8 974.7 1031.9 1,080 1179.1

Operating Profit* 50.7 67.9 74.4 75.5 83.2

EBITDA* 64.8 86.2 93 95.3 107

Net income attributed to 

company’s shareholders*
33.8 44.1 47.7 48.3 47.1

Operating cash flow 72.9 46.2 53.3 70.5 76.6

Charitable Donations 0.16 0.21 0.27 0.36 0.36

* Excluding non-recurring items

Financial Performance 2012-2016
($ millions)

As a public company, we maintain uncompromisingly rigorous standards with regard to 

records and reports released to our stakeholders, the public and various authorities. All our 

financial reports and business data published accurately and wholly reflect transactions and 

events associated with our activities, in compliance with conventional accounting standards, 

legal regulations, and our internal control protocols..

The clothing and textiles sector is a significant part of the 

world’s economy. In 2015 the world’s consumers spent 

around US$ 1.8 trillion on clothing17 .

We know that consumers are increasingly interested in ethics and 

social issues, such as sub-contractor labor conditions, occupational 

health, and climate change. Likewise, we see increasing interest in 

these issues from the clothing and textile industry as a whole. To be 

economically sustainable, and therefore meet shareholder expecta-

tions, business must be mindful of these consumer expectations in 

order to maintain customer loyalty.

Our business operations depend on, and are supported by a variety 

of interconnected stakeholders, all of whom have important roles 

to play in helping us meet our corporate goals both economic and 

social. Some goals are dependent on our direct economic impact 

and our indirect impact on the economy and society in countries 

of operation (through payment of taxes to the state treasury, local 

purchasing, hiring employees and financial contribution to the local 

community).

Delta Galil is steadily and consistently growing. In 2016, our sales 

exceeded $1 billion and amounted to $1,179.1 million, for a seventh 

consecutive year of growth. This increase reflects growth in all key 

geographic regions, as well as the positive impact of Delta Galil’s 

diverse customer mix and growing sales of branded products.

Highlights of our financial performance are presented here. For more 

information please see our annual and quarterly financial reports.
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To understand the risks that lie ahead and estimate their 

level of severity in order to prepare ourselves accordingly, 

we employ various tools. Risk management is carried out in 

accordance with our Risk Management Policy which is set by 

the Board and senior management. We invest in examining 

local and global fashion trends, and work on the development 

of new and special fabrics that help position Delta Galil ahead 

of our industry. We use high-quality, versatile materials to 

provide state-of-the-art finished goods. Our internal auditing 

team is responsible for implementing risk management 

processes, which include conducting risk surveys.

Potential risks identified are discussed at meetings of our 

Board of the Directors. For example, although we did not have 

anything to do with the incident, following the tragic 2013 

Bangladesh factory collapse (Rana Plaza), our Board assessed 

the event and its implications for Delta Galil. The purpose of 

this discussion was to ensure that we continue to implement 

our policies regarding working only with suppliers who comply 

with health and safety requirements. For more details see our 

Responsible Supply Chain chapter on pg. 69. 

Ecological Risks and Opportunities

We conduct risk assessments on the impact and opportunities 

of climate change through different forums. Our decisions 

in this matter are based on dialogue with stakeholders, 

market analyses, legislative trends and benchmarking on 

environmental issues in the textile industry. 

As a global corporation, Delta Galil is subject to international 

and local environmental regulations, and the costs that they 

entail. We keep up to date with the relevant environmental 

regulations and expected legislation for every market in which 

we operate. In Israel, for example, we joined the voluntary 

reporting platform to prepare for upcoming carbon reporting 

legislation. To help prepare for costs associated with carbon 

regulations on our business and value chain, we continue to 

evaluate and invest in minimizing the carbon-intensive supply 

chain, as well as developing supplier support and awareness 

programs. 

Our key risk that Delta Galil faces from climate change and 

extreme weather patterns is the sensitivity of cotton, which 

is our principal raw material. Most of the cotton sourcing 

countries (India, Bangladesh, Pakistan) were severely affected 

by droughts in recent years, which influenced the price of 

cotton. The same weather patterns are expected to be 

dominant in the coming decades. To hedge ourselves against 

this risk, we diversify and work with suppliers from different 

regions. We also develop fabrics from different yarns in 

order to offer alternatives to cotton. Other risks from climate 

change that we have identifed include possible increases in 

our input costs, such as the costs of electricity, fuel or water 

consumption. 

Social Risks and Oppurtunities

Customer Privacy

Protecting customers’ and consumer’s personal and financial 

data is a priority for us. We use a multi-layer firewall to protect 

data, and rigorous testing systems to ensure security data. 

We also perform security checks to test the alertness of 

our employees to breaches in the system using a three-fold 

approach to readiness: anti-phishing assessment, monitoring, 

and training. These assessments are done by a third-party 

partner. 

We strive to have zero breaches to our systems, and during 

the reporting period there were no known breaches of our 

online information systems and customer databases. In Israel 

and Europe, upcoming regulation compels us to implement 

new levels of definitions and criteria into our systems. 

Marketing Communications  

and Labeling

More and more customers and consumers want to know 

about the sustainability impacts of products and services (both 

positive and negative) in order to make informed purchasing 

choices. We take a number of steps to facilitate this, and follow 

the principles integrity, transparency and tailored messages in 

our communications.

Our products are labeled to show where they were 

manufactured, the materials they are made from (including 

the percentage of each material in the product), together 

with instructions and directions for optimal washing, tumble-

drying and ironing. No incidents of non-compliance with 

regulations and voluntary codes concerning product and 

service information and labeling were recorded during the 

current reporting period. Additionally, there were no incidents 

of non-compliance with any regulations or codes that deal with 

marketing communications, including advertising, promotion 

and sponsorship.

The industry in which we operate faces varied risks, 

in particular related to changes in fashion and the 

availability of raw materials. We are also exposed 

to risks from increased labor and other input costs, 

changes in exchange rates and target market 

economies, and the defense and political situation. 

Analysis of the risk factors affecting the company and 

assessment of the extent of their influence can be 

found in our annual financial report.
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Ethical Code 

We strive to avoid even the remotest possibility of any 

perception of improper behavior. Our Ethical Code was 

revised in 2015, and applies to all of Delta Galil – employees, 

interested parties and business partners. It set outs what we 

expect, permit and prohibits in terms of business conduct.

The Code refers to issues such as accurate financial reporting 

and avoiding unfair trade and restrictive trade practices, etc. 

It also affirms our commitment to ensure that any strategic 

supplier shall receive and act in the spirit of the Code. 

Training 

As part of our new ethics courseware, we included questions 

on the prevention of corruption. As a result, every employee 

undergoes communication and training about our anti-

corruption policies and procedures. Delta Galil Israel senior 

executives (including the CEO and all Vice Presidents) 

also received a dedicated training on ethical conduct and 

prevention of corruption and bribery. 

Ethical Trustee Forum

In mid-2016, we established an Ethical Trustee Forum at our 

Israeli sites. This “think tank” of sorts, is based on the idea that 

each employee is personally responsible for the individual and 

collective, proper and ethical conduct of Delta Galil. The forum 

meets quarterly and takes an active part in the development 

and integration of our Ethical Code and ethical conduct in 

the company. The platform allows intermediate managers 

or department heads from each business unit to discusses 

issues that come up in daily operations, how to resolve ethical 

dilemmas, grievance mechanisms as well as passing on 

managerial decisions.

We plan to introduce this program to all our sites, starting with 

the US in 2017. By launching this process with participants 

from all levels, each and every member of Delta Galil is taking a 

stand and affirming the company wide commitment to ethical 

conduct that starts from within.

Internal audit scheme & Audit Committee

Delta Galil constantly considers what else can be done and 

how to improve existing controls. We have put in place a 

number of internal controls to mitigate fraud possibilities by its 

employees. We abide by the rules and enforcement policies 

outlined by the ISOX Rules Act18. Our Internal Audit Manager 

conducts control and auditing inspections at each of our 

business units.

There are three mandatory audits each year in Israel and two 

at our subsidiaries in Germany and the USA. 

We also hire an external auditor whose annual work plan is 

approved by the Audit Committee. This committee meets 

four times each year and goes over the reports of the internal 

auditor. These reports are also submitted to Company 

management. 

Anonymous hot line

Delta Galil Israel has an ethics compliance department for 

consultation and reporting. Questions or reports can be sent to 

the department via email or our anonymous hot-line. All reports 

are handled without delay, in a thorough, fair and discreet 

manner. Over the past two years, we have received around 

five enquiries through the hotline as most enquiries (around 

12) were emailed directly to our compliance officer, and mainly 

related to the receiving of gifts from suppliers. Our main 

subsidiaries have compliance departments as well. These offer 

mechanisms for ethics consultation and reporting.  

Exemplary warning

Exemplary warnings are carried out mainly in our Israeli retail 

store chain. If an incident involving fraud, corruption or stealing 

occurs at one store, the details and outcomes of that incident 

are sent to all store managers for them to brief their employees 

in order to prevent reoccurrence. 

Procurement Department audits

Delta Galil Israel’s Procurement Policy sets out measures taken 

by the internal audit unit to ensure the ethical conduct of the 

company’s employees in their work with suppliers. Employees 

who deal with procurement (purchasing managers, buyers, 

etc.) are required to confirm in writing that they have read 

the Code of Ethics and Code of Conduct and are committed 

to abiding by them. These employees are also bound by 

Delta Galil’s Prohibition on Receipt of Benefits Policy and a 

Prevention of Conflict of Interests Policy. 

Anti-Corruption 

Emerging economies offer a new frontier in the highly 

competitive apparel industry. However, they also open 

up potential reputational risks if suppliers, who are often 

thousands of miles away, don’t abide by laws such as the 

Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA), the UK Bribery Act, or 

EU anti-corruption laws. Corruption, including bribery, raises 

the costs and risks of doing business. It has a corrosive impact 

on both market opportunities overseas for global companies 

and the broader business climate. 

Delta Galil strives for zero corruption and therefore addresses 

sourcing issues both individually, by auditing supplier factories, 

and collaboratively through work with local governments and 

groups like the International Labor Organization (ILO). We have 

put together a number of initiatives and programs to create 

an internal safety program. We work to mitigate the risk of 

individuals exploiting company resources for personal gain. 

In today’s technological environment this includes preventing 

cyber-attacks and sensitive data leaks. 

Our ethics compliance officer oversees the implementation of 

all initiatives and compliance programs regarding ethics and 

proper business conduct. The ethics compliance officer is a 

member of the Manufacturers Association of Israel’s Business 

Forum for the Prevention of Corruption and Bribery. 

Our primary initiatives to mitigate the risk of fraud, 

corruption and bribery include:

Policy and procedures

Delta Galil has a number of policies and procedures regarding 

the prohibition of recieving gifts and favors, preventing conflict 

of interest and guidlines for engaging with related parties 

and suppliers. Our policies apply to all Delta Galil subsidiary 

companies. All policies can be found on our organizational 

portal and undergo revision when needed. 

18  Securities Regulation (Periodic and Immediate Reports) (Amendment) of 2009  regarding the evaluation of the effectiveness of internal control over the 
financial reporting and disclosure and the provision of management’s declaration and disclosure.
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Consumer Health and Safety 

Consumers are increasingly regarding sustainability as one of the factors that determines from whom they will purchase their 

clothing. Since consumers are constantly in close contact with textiles and clothing, the need for safety and quality is paramount. 

Delta Galil is committed to the health and safety of the garment end-user. Our Code of Ethics explicitly states that “At Delta, quality 

and safety ‘are always in fashion’”. It is our policy to provide customers with high quality, innovative and safe products that comply 

with the highest standards, and on time. Our service, safety and quality objectives are achieved through a number of measures: 

Delta Galil implements a product safety procedure which eliminates the possibility of unwanted metal and glass in finished products 

that could be harmful to the wearer. Health and safety impacts of our products are assessed at different stages of their life cycle. 

Procedures

Establishing suitable 

procedures to guide all 

employees in meeting 

the objectives. 

Specifications

Formulating specifications for 

product safety, compatibility, 

manufacturing, composition 

and performance in order to 

meet the conditions required 

for the product's use. 

System controls

Ensuring that tasks are 

performed accurately 

and on time.

Precise use of raw 
materials

Ensuring the consistent 

manufacture of quality 

products that meet 

high standards of 

safety, appearance and 

performance. 

Socks, for example, are sent for laboratory testing to ensure 

they do not contain hazardous substances. In addition, all 

our socks pass through a metal detector to ensure there are 

no incidents of broken needles in the final product. Certain 

products are tested for flammability. Chemical testing is carried 

out on raw materials and/or finished products to ensure the 

absence of dangerous substances as defined in the REACH 

Directive and customer Restricted Substances Lists (RSL).

We ask our main suppliers of raw materials to obtain OEKO-

TEX Standard 100 approval of their products. This is a 

global uniform testing and certification system for textile raw 

materials, intermediate and end products at all stages of 

production. The certification covers multiple human-ecological 

attributes, including harmful substances which are prohibited 

or regulated by law, chemicals which are known to be harmful 

to health but are not officially forbidden, and parameters which 

are included as a precautionary measure to safeguard health. 

Periodic customer and third-party audits are carried out to 

ensure compliance with customer standards and procedures. 

In the case of a customer complaint relating to product health 

and safety, a full investigation will be carried out in order to 

determine the root cause of the failure. Procedures will be 

reviewed and actions will be taken in order to prevent future 

occurrences.

No incidents of non-compliance with regulations and voluntary 

codes concerning health and safety impacts of products and 

services were recorded during the reporting period.

Quality Management

Product quality is one of the key elements which we consider 

when developing a new product, when choosing materials and 

technologies for that product, as well as when manufacturing, 

distributing and marketing our products. One of our top 

obligations to our customers and consumers is to provide 

them with the highest quality and safest products, which are 

most suited to their needs. 

In order to meet these premium standards, we take measures 

at every stage of development and production. We employ 

quality assurance (QA) teams to examine the products 

throughout the process. We maintain a close dialogue with 

our customers at every step of design and development, 

production and distribution in order to meet their high 

expectations.

Quality at Delta Galil incorporates:

 Self-accreditation and compliance at every site;

 QA professional presence at all our production sites 

globally;

 Inspection of incoming raw materials specifications;

 Systematic sampling of work while in process;

 Pre-delivery inspection of finished goods.

We use quality management systems in our business conduct 

that comply with customer requirements and relevant 

standards. Our sites in Israel and one of our facilities in Egypt 

are ISO 9001 certified. 

Prior to working with suppliers, we conduct a preliminary audit 

to assess whether or not we will certify a supplier. We check 

production capacity and quality, and will not proceed with 

suppliers that do not meet our quality standards.

RIO Principle

The precautionary principle is applied as a preventive measure 

in order to reduce the environmental impact of products and 

ensure consumers are protected from possible harm.

As a global player, we use our size and reach to ensure we 

eliminate any negative impacts in production. We do this 

through carefully selecting suppliers with whom we work, 

the design of our products, and exerting control over any 

chemicals used in production. We implement preventive 

measures to ensure human safety and environmental 

protection, such as:

 Oeko-Tex® Standard 100 certification;

 Commitment to zero discharge of all hazardous chemicals 

– We are looking for solutions and alternatives to any 

hazardous chemicals in use; 

 Customer Restricted Substances List (RSL) requirements;

 Upholding REACH (Registration, Evaluation, Authorization 

and Restriction of Chemicals) requirements.
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NPI- In house
NPI- Overseas
Technological procurement
Raw material procurement (PI)
Procurement of finished goods
Third-Party shipping 
expenses

The Bangladesh Rana Plaza disaster in 2013 

is often described as a ‘game changer’ in 

the garment supply chain. This event has 

led us to re-examine our relationships with 

suppliers, particularly focusing on those from 

countries defined as higher risk in terms of 

factory employee health and safety. After 

the examination process we enhanced our 

enforcement efforts with regard to the relevant 

topics.

Our supply chain is vast and includes a large 

number of partners, factories, suppliers, 

and distributors. We source a variety of raw 

materials - including cotton and synthetic yarn, 

other materials such as elastic bands, lace, 

and other textile components and finished 

products. We believe in reliability, integrity, 

fairness and responsibility and ensure we buy 

only from responsible, high quality suppliers. 

We strive to ensure fair working conditions 

and respect for human rights in our supply 

chain, and believe that close dialogue and 

cooperation with our suppliers is necessary to 

achieve this.

With increasing globalization, the garment retail 

industry is now often dispersed geographically, with 

manufacturing, distribution and retail operations 

split across several different regions and countries. 

The market faces chronic downward price pressure, 

international sourcing, high product variety, high 

volatility and low predictability. As a result, retailers 

must work hard to ensure that their corporate 

standards for safety, labor, sustainability, product 

quality and so on, are maintained throughout their 

global supply chain.

2016 Supplier Breakdown by Procurement Volume

55%

3%

28%
5%

5%

5%

2016 Supplier Breakdown by Type
NPI- In house
NPI- Overseas
Technological procurement
Raw material procurement (PI)
Procurement of finished goods
Third-Party shipping 
expenses

76%

4%

5%

12%

2%
1%

Our procurement activity can be divided into four main 

groups:

 Strategic sourcing - Procurement of materials, 

accessories, packaging and chemicals used in 

manufacturing (PI).

 Sourcing of production/manufacturing services - 

Such as dyeing, finishing, printing, sewing, etc.

 Finished goods sourcing - Procurement of end 

products.

 Operational sourcing - Purchased items and services 

that are not used for production (NPI), including 

procurement of general consulting services and fixed 

assets acquisition.

Procurement is done mostly in a centralized manner for all 

Delta Galil units. Our procurement sub-division is responsible 

for locating suitable suppliers, screening vendors, requests for 

proposals, conducting negotiations, contracting with suppliers 

and managing ongoing relationships. Most of our products are 

manufactured by external subcontractors and in our facilities 

in the Middle East, Eastern Europe and East Asia. Due to our 

diverse portfolio each operational segment operates individually 

and manages data internally. For example, Delta Israel and 

Global Upper Market business units worked with more than 

3,000 suppliers in 2015 and 2016. The majority of these (about 

80%) are from Israel and the rest are spread out globally. There 

was little change in supplier numbers and procurement volume 

for these segments during the reporting years and 2016 

numbers are presented on the right. About 80% of Delta Galil 

Israel and Global Upper Market business units procurement 

is NPI which comprises 33% of total procurement volume. 

Procurement of finished goods is 55% of total procurement 

volume and divided among 2% of suppliers in 2015 and 2016.

New suppliers must satisfy us with regard to product quality, 

timetables and working conditions, and must also win approval 

of the end customer. We ensure we work responsibly with our 

suppliers by following our Suppliers Policy and through supply 

chain questionnaires.
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LEGAL OBLIGATION

To be a responsible company means first and foremost 

to comply with the laws and regulations of the countries 

where we live and work. Delta Galil will not tolerate any 

failure to obey the law by its employees or its business 

partners, and expects its employees and partners to report 

any suspected violation of the law or regulation. In all 

cases where there are differences between this code, the 

applicable customer code and the law, the higher standard 

will apply. To this end, all Delta Galil employees will be 

trained in the content of the Delta Galil and customer 

codes.

TRANSPARENCY

Transparency is an important value in Delta Galil’s conduct 

and relations with its employees, business partners, 

customers and suppliers. Delta Galil makes a point of 

providing all its stakeholders with timely, accurate and 

reliable information.

EMPLOYMENT RELATIONSHIP

Delta Galil adopts and adheres to rules and conditions 

of employment that respect workers and, at a minimum, 

safeguard their rights under national and international labor 

and social security laws and regulations.

FORCED LABOR

Delta Galil does not use forced labor, including prison, 

indentured, bonded or other forms of forced labor.

CHILD LABOR

Delta Galil will not employ any person under the age of 

16 or country legal working age, or under the age for 

completion of compulsory education, whichever is higher. 

Employees under the age of 18 will be employed in line 

with local regulations relating to young workers.

FREEDOM OF ASSOCIATION AND COLLECTIVE 
BARGAINING

Delta Galil recognizes and respects the right of employees 

to associate, to collective bargaining and to take action 

to safeguard their rights without fear of interference, 

harassment or retaliation.

HEALTH AND SAFETY

Delta Galil is committed to providing its employees with 

a safe and healthy work environment. We strictly enforce 

all health and safety laws and regulations. Each Delta 

Galil Site has a safety program in place, including a safety 

officer suitably trained in applicable local and international 

laws and regulations. Delta Galil will take all necessary 

steps to prevent accidents and injury arising out of, linked 

with or occurring in the course of work, or as a result of 

facility operations. Delta Galil will employ systems such as 

risk assessment and internal audits to identify and reduce 

potential risks to the health and safety of employees.

SUPPLY CHAIN

Delta Galil believes in doing business with suppliers, 

manufacturers, sub-contractors, agents, sales agents, 

distributors, contractors and consultants (hereinafter: 

“suppliers “) who demonstrate high standards of ethical 

business behavior, at least as described in this Code of 

Conduct. Delta Galil will not knowingly engage entities that 

operate in violation of laws, regulations and internationally 

accepted standards, including laws and regulations 

pertaining to the environment, worker employment, and 

health and safety.

We work with suppliers within close geographic proximity 

where possible. However, many of our customers have 

preferred suppliers who cater to their particular specifications, 

and in some cases, for certain essential materials no 

alternative suppliers can be found. In those cases, we do not 

take geographic proximity into consideration when selecting 

suppliers of raw materials. Another constraint on supplier 

selection is that each supplier engagement process requires 

months of product development and quality checks before we 

can approve a new supplier. 

Considering that our core suppliers are chosen for us by our 

customers, supplier social and environmental assessment 

is not done directly by Delta Galil. However, we know that 

these suppliers are audited regularly by our customers with 

regard to human rights, environmental and social compliance. 

In addition, we require all of our suppliers to meet basic 

conditions before we enter into a business relationship with 

them. Every supplier must: 

1. Commit to operate according to local law, international 

and customer labor standards and to Fair Labor 

Association Principles.

2. Provide a certified confirmation indicating that they do not 

work with unpermitted chemicals as listed in the REACH 

RSL. Also that the products/goods provided by him do not 

come into contact with any restricted substances, for as 

long as they remain within the suppliers’ premises.

3. Sign our Purchase Terms and Conditions, which 

encompass subjects like ethics, fair employment 

practices, and sustainability in Delta Galil’s supply chain, 

among others. The document states that Delta Galil 

believes in doing business with those who embrace and 

demonstrate high standards of ethical business behavior 

and will not knowingly engage with suppliers who operate 

in violation of applicable laws or regulations, including local 

environment, employment and safety laws. The supplier 

is asked to acknowledge that Delta Galil is committed to 

responsible management of its environmental impacts, 

wherever it operates around the world, and that we 

encourage suppliers worldwide, to take steps to create a 

positive environmental impact. 

Our Engagement with Service Providers Policy ensures 

we select and enter into commercial engagement 

with service providers in a way that will bring the 

most value to the company while maintaining a high 

level of ethical standards, international quality and 

environmental standards and compliance with laws 

and regulations.

From Delta Galil’s Code of Conduct:

Before we enter into procurement agreements with suppliers, 

we conduct a preliminary audit to check production 

capacity and quality, compliance with applicable social and 

environmental laws, and the principles set out in Delta Galil’s 

Code of Ethics and Code of Conduct. These statements are 

then confirmed through annual supplier compliance audits. We 

strive to mitigate human rights violations in our own operations 

and in those of our suppliers and are committed to operate 

according to local law, international and customer labor 

standards and to Fair Labor Association Principles.
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As companies expand their sourcing efforts 

it becomes increasingly important to 

inspect supplier workplace conditions. Not 

only is this the right thing to do, it is also 

responsible for a business’ reputation and 

bottom line.

Delta Galil’s supplier audits are carried out mainly based on 

the Ethical Trading Initiative (ETI), Worldwide Responsible 

Accredited Production (WRAP) and Business Social 

Compliance Initiative (BSCI) standards (described on the 

next page). We also adhere to specific customer standards, 

including ethical, environmental, product safety and C-TPAT 

(Customs-Trade Partnership against Terrorism) requirement.  

We inspect the different entities that form our supply chain 

regularly and ensure that our business partners do not violate 

any laws, particularly employee rights, health and safety and 

environmental protection laws.

Moreover, the majority of our first-tier suppliers undergo human 

rights screening as part of international human rights initiatives. 

Delta Galil has zero tolerance for human rights violations. 

As we have operations and suppliers in countries where 

human rights breaches may occur, we recognize our 

responsibility to provide remedy if an adverse human rights 

impact is connected to our activities. We ensure that those 

with whom we work do not employ anyone under the legal 

age of employment, employ forced-labor or use corporal 

punishment to discipline their employees.

We inform our business partners of our expectations and 

perform audits at their sites of operation. Each of our business 

partners receives the Delta Galil Code of Ethics and Code of 

Conduct and is required to work according to it, in addition 

to any applicable legal requirements. In addition, self-

assessments are performed at all of our manufacturing sites, 

in parallel to globally recognized supplier audits. In 2015 and 

2016, the Delta Galil compliance team carried out 16 self-

assessment audits (seven in 2015 and nine in 2016).

Mitigating Child labor 

We have several mechanisms for preventing child labor, such 

as requiring verification of age through official documentation 

(ID, birth certificate, school certificates etc.) as part of 

employment procedures. We conduct at least an annual 

audit of supplier factories, which ensures that no child is 

employed and that there is no presence of a child in the 

factory that could be interpreted as child labor. The supplier 

audit could be in the form of a third-party audit carried out 

by a reputable audit company, a Delta Galil customer audit, 

or an audit carried out by Delta Galil's compliance team. 

We will disengage from any facilities using child labor unless 

the factory agrees to immediately implement a remediation 

program for the child as follows:

 The underage employee will be removed from the 

workplace.

 Adequate financial and other support will be provided in 

order to enable the underage employee to remain in school 

until the age of 16.

 The company will continue to pay the underage worker's 

wage until he/she reaches age 16.

 On reaching the age of 16, the employee should be given 

the opportunity to be re-employed by the company.

 If the underage employee chooses not to return to school, 

then the financial compensation will be forfeited. This 

decision must be documented.

FLA - Fair Labor Association

http://www.fairlabor.org/

Since 2013, Delta Galil has been an affiliate 

supplier of the FLA, with the aim of improving 

worker conditions at Delta Galil owned factories by 

complying with the FLA's Code-of-Conduct and 

Principles. Our customers such as Nike, Under 

Armour, PVH and Hanes Brand are also FLA 

members. Audits carried out by FLA, follow-up and 

constant monitoring help us maintain high factory 

standards. We support our suppliers in addressing 

any problems that arise, in order to make sure their 

sites are safe and properly managed, and comply 

with all legal requirements and relevant standards.

The Ethical Trading Initiative (ETI)

http://www.ethicaltrade.org

This initiative brings together a wide range of 

organizations working to promote and improve 

the implementation of corporate codes of practice 

for working conditions. The Base Code consists 

of 13 principles that ensure certain worker rights, 

including prohibiting discrimination as harsh or 

inhumane treatment, while guaranteeing that living 

wages are paid, working hours are not excessive, 

and so on.

BSCI – Business Social Compliance Initiative

http://www.bsci-intl.org

This organization unites over 1,500 companies 

worldwide around one common Code of Conduct. 

The organization supports  companies in their 

efforts toward building an ethical supply chain, by 

providing them with a step-by-step development-

oriented system, applicable to all sectors and 

sourcing countries. It is a leading business-driven 

initiative for companies committed to improving 

working conditions in factories and farms 

worldwide.

WRAP-  Worldwide Responsible Accredited 

Production

http://www.wrapcompliance.org/ 

This not-for-profit organization was founded 

by companies in the global fashion and 

clothing industry to monitor and certify clothing 

manufacturing facilities’ compliance with specified 

standards that regard to compliance with laws 

and workplace regulations, human rights, health 

and safety, environment and customs. The 

WRAP Certification Program’s objective is to 

independently monitor and certify compliance with 

these standards, to ensure that sewn products are 

being produced under lawful, humane and ethical 

conditions. 

Third Party Audit Organizations
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Another tool19 we use to evaluate the performance of 

our supply chain, enact positive change, and ensure 

sustainability of our supply chain is a program called 

‘(AD)Dressing a Sustainable Future’.  As part of this, all 

our suppliers are provided with social and environmental 

responsibility best practice guidelines, an outline of 

our expectations, and tools for implementation. To 

ensure that our expectations are clear, our compliance 

officer provides dedicated training on the social and 

environmental responsibility guide.

19  102-43
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Since 2010, suppliers have been asked to fill in a questionnaire 

outlining their practices. This enables us to learn from and 

implement the different approaches used by our suppliers 

to continually improve standards. Following an initial pilot 

phase, we evaluated participation, the best ways of using the 

collected data, and our capability to enact change among our 

suppliers through this program. As a result, since 2014 these 

questionnaires focus on management systems, energy and 

water consumption, waste management, safety, and worker’s 

rights.

In 2016, after modifying the survey’s method of distribution 

and including in-depth questions concerning the manner and 

management level of social and environmental issues, the 

survey was sent to Israeli and US Delta Galil’s suppliers with 

an annual turnover above 500,000$. In general, the responses 

received were thorough, reflected willingness of suppliers 

to their companies’ social and environmental practices and 

showed that among respondents there is a heightened 

awareness of environmental issues and social responsibility.  

An example of our supply chain questionnaire analysis is 

demonstrated in the graphics below: 

Supplier Management Systems in Place

Yes No

Environmental Policy

Environmental Management System

Worker & Human Rights Policy

Health & Safety Policy

Third party Certification (ISO 14001)

Third party Certification
(SA8000, BSCI, SMETA, WRAP, WCA)

5%

9%

14%

9%

59%

14%

95%

91%

86%

91%

41%

86%

 86% of suppliers who answered have social standards and 41% have an environmental standard as well.

 About half of suppliers who answered have environmental reduction goals in all of the categories (energy, water, waste, GHG 

emissions and chemical use).

 99% of accidents that occurred in 2016 at supplier sites were treated on-site. 

Supplier Treatment of Accidents Breakdown 

The number of accidents that resulted in medical 
treatment outside the facility 
The number of accidents that resulted in medical 
care on site

Supplier Environmental Reduction Goals 
by Category

27%

41%

86%

77%

32%

Chemical
reduction 

goals

Co
2
 

reduction 
goals

Energy 
reduction 

goals

Waste 
reduction 

goals

Water 
reduction 

goals

We intend to upgrade our supplier performance rating system 

to factor in answers to the survey. Our aim is to establish 

a rating system that will allow us to compare an individual 

supplier’s performance over several years, examine avenues of 

improvement, and compare between suppliers. A by-product 

would be creating a cross-learning platform for suppliers 

themselves and a helpful tool for Delta Galil when selecting 

suppliers.

As we supply other companies, we are part of our customers’ 

supply chains. Among our longstanding customers, there 

are a few organizations that are world leaders in the field of 

corporate responsibility. We are required to report to those 

customers on our performance regarding water and energy 

consumption, waste, chemicals etc., and action taken to 

improve our performance. We promulgate to our suppliers 

what we have learned from our customers, and so create a 

learning network.

99%

1%
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The world in which we live and operate has limited resources. For 

this reason, we conduct our business with the understanding that 

protecting the environment is critical for each and every one of us as 

individuals, as well as for long-term business sustainability.

In 2008, we began incorporating sustainability into our 

Company objectives. We worked to identify Delta Galil’s 

and our subsidiary sites’ environmental impacts. Our main 

environmental impacts are closely tied to the raw materials 

we source, primarily cotton and synthetic fibers, the water we 

consume and wastewater we release, energy consumption 

and greenhouse gas emissions, and waste created as part of 

our activities. 

We monitor and deal with these issues, and others, at each 

of our sites regularly. Our operations are managed in a way 

that will answer and adjust to current developments and 

necessities. We carry out our operations in full compliance with 

laws and regulations at all times. During the reporting period, 

no significant fines or non-monetary sanctions were received 

for non-compliance with environmental laws. 

In 2014, we introduced Lean Culture to our socks factories to 

further improve efficiency in our manufacturing. Our journey 

began at our site in Bulgaria (DTB), and continued two 

years ago at our site in Turkey (DAT). Today, we have also 

implemented Lean Culture in China (EZU), Vietnam (DGV) and 

will launch in Egypt in March 2018.

Our goal is to establish a culture of continuous improvement. 

Our empowered and engaged colleagues use their initiative 

to eliminate waste, minimizing environmental impact and 

maximizing financial growth by cutting costs. Through our 

Lean journey, we have managed to increase use of our 

machinery, and improve efficiency and quality, while reducing 

inventory and cost per pair of socks. So far, we have saved 

around $1M per site, cutting operational expenses.  

In the coming years, we hope to also introduce our Lean 

Culture to our suppliers. 

We focus on developing sustainable products with positive 

environmental and health attributes. We have developed 

various innovative sustainable technologies, which are grouped 

into four sustainability pillars: Healthy, Long lasting, Energy 

saving, Resource efficiency. These technologies enable us to 

provide customers with a diverse selection that addresses 

consumer demand for products that are fashionable, 

comfortable, and of high quality, and more environmentally 

friendly. 

For more information read more about our innovative fabrics at 

http://deltagalil.com/innovation/technologies/fabric/

In 2013, we changed the way environmental aspects are 

handled at Delta Galil-owned production sites. We formed a 

‘Green Officers Team’, which is responsible for environmental 

matters in each of our production sites and logistic centers. 

This team works through a bottom up strategic model.  In this 

framework, site targets were set for energy efficiency, water 

consumption and waste treatment as well as detailed work 

plans for achieving those goals. Company-wide goals were 

derived from the targets at individual sites, and during 2017, 

the teams will set new targets and work plans for the years 

2017-2018.

Due to the acquisition of a new manufacturing site in Turkey, 

and our new headquarters in Israel, our 2016 target had to 

be recalculated to an adjusted 2013 baseline20. This was 

done using the GHG Protocol methodology. Delta Galil’s 

performance in regard to reduction targets for the four main 

KPI’s is detailed below:

Our Green Officers team enables best practice sharing 

across the Group. The team produces a complete picture 

of environmental impact and activity at each site, assesses 

solutions and potential alternatives, and creates work plans 

and targets for individual sites in cooperation with the 

people who work there, who are familiar with the challenges 

and options. Those in charge at the sites are in contact 

with headquarters and with the managers at the plants, 

and they help raise awareness and implement Delta Galil’s 

Environmental Policy and environmental management system 

requirements. Data collected by the Green Officers is analyzed 

per site and used to show the overall performance of Delta 

Galil. This analysis is reflected back to the sites and presented 

to management. 

Our environmental performance in 2015-2016 is detailed in this 

chapter. As the operations of the Group differentiate widely, we 

evaluate data for water, energy and emissions using a system 

of intensities. In factories where only one type of product 

is produced, it is possible to normalize performance values 

to represent one unit of the specific manufactured product 

category. When referring to the performance of our factories as 

a whole, performance is measured per one ton of product.  

The performance KPI’s are also gathered from our four largest 

logistics centers - one in Israel, two in the United States and 

one in Germany- with their performance measured by Million 

Distribution Units (MDU). Even though their impact is relatively 

low, we also include data from our production/warehouse 

offices (in Israel and in Germany). 

2016 performance

KPI Target
All sites (per ton production) - 
change from 2013 baseline

Production sites (per ton 
production) - change from 
2013 baseline21

Water consumption (m3) 4% reduction from 2013 

baseline

14% reduction per ton 

product

7% reduction per ton 

product

Energy Consumption (GJ) 5% reduction from 2013 

baseline

12% reduction per ton 

product

13% reduction per ton 

product

GHG Emissions (MTCO2e) 5% reduction from 2013 

baseline

14% reduction per ton 

product

22% reduction per ton 

product

Waste Disposal (Ton) 5% reduction from 2013 

baseline

8% reduction per ton 

product

29% reduction per ton 

product

20  102-48

21  Production sites are responsible for 95% of Delta Galil’s absolute water consumption, 89% of Delta Galil’s absolute energy 
consumption, 88% of Delta Galil’s absolute  GHG emissions and 52% of Delta Galil’s absolute waste disposal

Israel
HQ offices, distribution 

center, r&D, 
production site & office

Germany
Distibrution 

Center (DC) and 
Schiesser office

USA
2 Distribution 
Centers (DC)

Turkey
production 

site

Jordan
production 

site

Egypt
production 

sites

Bulgaria
production 

site

Czech Republic 
production 

site

Slovakia
production 

site

Thailand
production 

site

Our environmental performance reflects the organization’s impact and does not include upstream or downstream environmental 

data collection.

Environmental Reporting Sites:
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The industrial cycle begins with our consumption 

of raw materials to manufacture our products, and 

ends with the byproducts of this activity. We aim to 

streamline this cycle to make it more efficient, by 

consuming more environmentally-friendly materials 

from the initial stages of product design and 

development, while minimizing depreciation and 

byproducts of processes. We do everything we can 

to minimize landfill waste and increase the volume 

of by-products that can be reused and recycled.

Chemicals

In 2016, we began to streamline and unify our chemical 

management procedures and policies in order to achieve 

Zero Discharge of Hazardous Chemicals (ZDHC). We intend 

to make Delta Galil products free of toxic chemicals by 

2020. We take special measures to ensure the safety of our 

people, consumers and the environment through proactively 

understanding and prudently selecting every chemical and raw 

material used within Delta Galil. 

Each site adheres to a strict code of practice to ensure that 

no materials, dyes or chemicals used in production present 

an unacceptable risk to health or the environment during their 

manufacture, use or disposal. All the dyes and chemicals used 

in manufacturing are accompanied by a safety data sheet 

from the supplier giving adequate warning of any health and 

safety and environmental hazards, and advice on appropriate 

measures for its safe storage, use and disposal. We purchase 

all dyes from suppliers who are members of the ETAD 

(Ecological and Toxicological Association of Dyes and Organic 

Pigment Manufacturers). ETAD aims to minimize any adverse 

impact of organic colorants on health and the environment.

We have also created a Restricted Substances List (RSL), 

which consists of the ZDHC RSL chemicals and some 

additional chemicals referred to as ‘Research List’ (chemicals 

that have irreversible impacts either to humans or the 

environment). Some of these chemicals might be included 

in the future ZDHC RSL revisions. Chemicals and hazardous 

substances that are required for the activities and operations 

of Delta Galil sites around the world are stored and used in 

accordance with all relevant legal requirements. We check this 

as part of our on-site audits. 

Hazardous chemical waste is transferred to authorized sites 

for treatment in accordance with all legal requirements, and 

all shipments of garments to the European Union comply 

with REACH standards. Furthermore, most of our customers 

demand compliance with their RSLs which also restrict the use 

of dangerous chemicals in garments. Consequently, some of 

our products are OEKO-TEX certified. 

Going forward, in collaboration with our Green Officers, will 

examine our chemicals management activities in-depth and 

identify any opportunities for improvement.

Sustainable products

To respond to the challenges of climate change, we are 

leading the way in developing sustainable products. 

For example, traditional recycled polyester is made 

using plastic bottles. However, this creates high levels of 

greenhouse gas emissions due to the energy intensive 

yarn production. We partnered with Antex to produce 

recycled PET polyester from off-grade polymers, which 

had been designated for disposal. The result is 100% 

recycled polyester producing less GHG emissions. We 

developed Greentec Sportswear for Odlo using this 

method, and the clothes are also designed to be recycled 

at the end of garment life. 

For Spandex, we needed to find an alternative to enhance 

elasticity of the garments. Our solution was to produce 

recycled PBT polyester, also from off-grade polymers 

designated for disposal, so avoiding landfill.

In addition, we wanted to create an eco-friendly way to 

dye polyester. Working closely with a Chinese polyester 

producer, we developed the Easy Dye Cationic Polyester. 

This is the first cationic polyester to allow dyeing at 

98°C, saving 30% energy in the process. We have also 

developed garments using bio-degradable nylon, which 

will decompose into organic matter once in landfill.

Going forwards, we are investigating the possibility 

of dyeing polyester without the use of water, and will 

continue to innovate, creating sustainable products to 

meet our customer’s needs.

Our products are produced from a large variety of materials 

and accessories, but the main raw materials used for the 

manufacturing of our products include cotton yarns, cotton 

blends and synthetic fibers.

In 2015, we used 4,859 metric tons of yarn, 0.5% of which 

came from recycled polyester. In 2016, 4,779 metric tons 

of yarn were used with 2.2% coming from sustainable 

sources – Lenzing Modal™ (a natural fiber manufactured from 

Beechwood) and recycled polyester.

Most of the products we manufacture are tailored to customer 

requirements and clear specification. So our influence is 

relatively low.

Each year, approximately 2 billion shirts are produced around 

the world, requiring 2,700 liters of water, along with chemicals 

and gases for each shirt22. However, our innovative fabrics are 

designed to extend the lifespan of the product, which reduces 

the purchase frequency and the number of garments ending 

up in landfills. For example, our Real Lasting Cotton™, ensures 

garments and intimate apparel remain as good as new even 

after many washes, while ordinary cotton dramatically ages 

with every wash. 

In addition to the raw materials we use in manufacturing 

the garments themselves, we also use a great amount of 

packaging materials, mainly cardboard boxes and wooden 

pallets. 

22  https://www.bluecotton.com/blog/articles/55-things-you-probably-didnt-know-about-t-shirts/
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Energy consumption in the textile industry is extremely high, and occurs at 

each stage of the lifecycle of textiles – during production, in use, and at the 

end of product life (covering either disposal and/or re-use of the materials). 

Energy use leads to greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, which are known 

to cause climate change. Due to the ever-growing human population and 

its increasing demand for food, energy, housing, and various consumer 

goods, including the garments we ourselves manufacture, reducing GHG 

emissions and minimizing global warming is an enormous challenge. 

Delta Galil consumes a considerable amount of energy as part of our 

purchasing, development, manufacturing, marketing and distribution 

activities. As a result, we constantly seek new technologies, processes and 

fresh ideas to minimize our energy consumption and maximize our energy 

efficiency at every site and with every venture. 

Our total energy consumption during 2015 was 313,386.5 GJ and 344,380 

GJ during 2016. The increase in energy consumption is due to the fact that 

production has increased by 35%, and also includes the energy consumption of 

our new Turkey facility and Caesarea offices, which account for 9% of our total 

energy consumption (GJ) in 2016.

We take measures at each of our sites to increase energy 

efficiency. These range from routine maintenance to prevent 

unnecessary energy consumption, to systematically switching 

to energy-efficient systems and industrial machinery. Even 

though production has grown by 35% and Delta Galil 

performance includes more sites than those accounted for in 

2013, we have reduced total energy consumption by 12% per 

ton product in comparison to a 2013 baseline. 

All sources of energy consumed in our sites are non-renewable. 

In 2018, the company plans to install photo-voltaic cells on the 

rooftop of the Caesarea DC which will provide green electricity 

for the DC and the HQ office building. 

Gasoline

Diesel

Fuel Oil

LPG

Natural Gas

Electricity

Breakdown of Energy Consumption (GJ) 
by Energy Source

51.0%

26.6%

14.4%
3.0% 3.1% 2.6%
4.6% 4.6% 4.9%

49.8%

28.7%

13.4%

49.4%

30.9%

11.9%

0.38% 0.37% 0.32%

2014 2015 2016

339,153

313,493 313,387

344,380

Annual Energy Comsumption (GJ)

2013 2014 2015 2016
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Monitoring Energy 
Uses in Turkey

At our Turkey site, we installed screens on the 

production floor to follow metrics in all corridors. 

In this way, team members and managers can 

constantly monitor the efficiency to waste ratio on 

a daily, weekly and monthly basis.

54.77 52.40 55.88
45.37

48.68 46.06 49.08

40.29

277.69

225.73

177.84

201.67

Total Delta Galil

Annual Energy Consumption (GJ) per Ton Production (Ton/MDU)

Total production sites Total DC sites

2013 2014 2015 2016 2013 2014 2015 2016 2013 2014 2015 2016

Electricity (Mwh) 

Natural gas (Mwh)

Impact of Williamsport HVAC System on 
the Site’s Energy Mix

16.8%

66.1%

83.2% 33.9%

2015 2016

Energy Efficiency at 
Williamsport DC

In 2015, a new natural gas powered heating and air 

conditioning system was installed at Williamsport DC. The 

new system replaced the old electric powered system 

that was installed in the 1970s, and was very costly and 

inefficient to run due to its age. In the first six months 

of 2015 energy expenses in the Williamsport DC were 

$168,000 versus $83,000 in the first six months of 2016. 

Energy Savings in Slovakia

At our Slovakia site, all the old lighting kits in the sewing hall, 

checking of the finished goods and packaging were replaced 

with new ones during 2015. The old bulbs were inefficient 

(2x58W and input power 139W), and were replaced with 

more energy efficient lights (with performance 2x49W, and 

input power 102W), with electrical ballast and T5 linear lamps. 

As a result, we estimate the annual electricity saving per year 

to be approximately 150 MWh. 

We measure energy intensity to assess the effectiveness of 

energy reduction measures. This is measured against ton of 

production for our manufacturing sites and is used to compare 

all sites’ performance. Our distribution centers are measured 

against distribution units. As seen in the graphic below, 

measures taken to reduce energy consumption and increase 

energy efficiency at our different facilities are reflected in the 

reduction of GJ per ton of product. This reduction is the result 

of a number of long-term projects implemented in the different 

facilities. In 2016, our distribution centers received and sent 

fewer distribution units, therefore the denominator is smaller 

and GJ/MDU is higher.
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Annual GHG Emissions (MTCO2e) Per Ton Production/MDU

Total Delta Galil Total production sites Total DC sites

6.00 5.85 5.94
4.74

34.70

25.80

19.86 19.86

5.74 5.85 5.88
4.16

2013 2014 2015 2016 2013 2014 2015 2016 2013 2014 2015 2016

When breaking down the emissions by site we can see 

that our Karmiel site, which still uses residual fuel oil, is the 

biggest contributor to the Group’s GHG emissions. Our site 

in the Czech Republic is the second largest contributor to our 

production volume and therefore has a larger impact on total 

energy consumption and GHG emissions. 

Scope 1 emissions include emissions from a number of Freon 

refrigerant gases such as R-22, R407c and R410A R410A, 

which are known Ozone Depleting Substances (ODS). These 

originate from the periodic maintenance of air conditioning 

units that still use those kinds of gas. These damage the 

Earth’s protective ozone layer and cause accelerated global 

warming. Delta Galil is committed to minimizing the use of 

synthetic refrigerants. As a rule, when an air conditioning 

unit fails, it is replaced by one that does not use ODS. Non-

ozone depleting gases are the preferred alternative for all new 

refrigeration systems. 

Activities carried out to reduce energy consumption also 

lead to GHG emissions reductions. Furthermore, advancing 

to better fuels and improved equipment also contributes to 

reduced GHG emissions. These measures are reflected in 

Delta Galil’s performance per ton of production as seen in the 

graphic below24:

Scope 1 (MTCO2e)

Scope 2 (MTCO2e)
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28,433

12,281

27,722

12,093

26,162

13,691
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20152013 20162014

Annual GHG Emissions by Type (MTCO2e) 2016 Annual GHG Emission (Ton CO2e)

Gemtex Slovakia
Jordan
Thailand
Delta Galil Offices
Egypt

Delta Galil DCs
Bulgaria
Turkey
Pleas Czech
Karmiel

29%

24% 12%

9%

8%

8%

4%
3%2%1%

Delta Galil’s greenhouse gas emissions, as detailed in the 

following graph, comprise emissions from fuel combustion 

for manufacturing and transportation, refrigerant gases and 

electricity use. GHG emissions calculations were conducted 

according to the GHG protocols methodology for electricity 

and according to the IPCC 2006 and DEFRA methodology 

for fuels.

Our total greenhouse gas emissions23 during 2015 were 

38,255 MTCO2e and 37,102 MTCO2e during 2016. The 

increase in GHG emissions is due to the fact that production 

has increased by 35%, and includes GHG emissions from our 

new Turkey facility and Caesarea offices, which account for 

12% of the total GHG emissions (MTCO2e) in 2016. Around 

68% of the emissions are derived from Scope 2 emissions.

23  Scope 1 emissions include emissions from a number of Freon refrigerant gases such as R-22, R407c and R410A 24  In 2016, our distribution centers received and sent fewer distribution units, therefore the denominator is smaller and MTCO2e/MDU is higher.
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In the past few years, we have chosen to disclose our activities 

to reduce the company’s GHG emissions in the framework 

of customer requests through the CDP (Carbon Disclosure 

Project) supply chain program. The supply chain questionnaire 

is designed to help companies assess climate change risks 

and opportunities embedded in their supply chain. It is the 

same as the CDP climate change questionnaire, but with 

an additional module at the end which helps the requesting 

customer understand more about the suppliers’ sustainability 

initiatives. It helps our customers understand what proportion 

of Delta Galil’s carbon emissions are a result of the products 

or services that we provide to them, and how open we are to 

collaborating with the customer on reduction projects.

Water is a key component of our production 

process, so it makes business sense to invest in its 

sustainability and protection. We also see a business 

opportunity in reducing water consumption in our 

own operations and introducing innovative products 

and services that help customers reduce their water 

consumption. With regard to wastewater, during 

production the textile industry uses various chemical 

agents (dye, detergent and so on), and as a result, 

great amounts of wastewater containing traces of 

those substances are discharged to the environment. 

Companies operating in this field, including Delta Galil, 

face significant challenges when it comes to improving 

the quality of wastewater discharged from factories 

and dye houses.  

 

Many of our factories’ activities have been modified 

and improved in recent years, as detailed in previous 

reports. Therefore, water consumption and wastewater 

discharge are becoming less and less intense. 

Nevertheless, we are aware of the indirect impact of 

some of our suppliers, and we make sure that we deal 

only with suppliers who meet all legal requirements 

and follow up on their environmental performance (see 

“Engaging Our Supply Chain”).

Air travel and freight 2015 2016

Upstream transportation and distribution 575,781 MTCO2e 369,819 MTCO2e

Business travel 1,189 MTCO2e 808.06 MTCO2e 

Downstream transportation and distribution 2,324,914 MTCO2e 3,188,411 MTCO2e

Scope 3 emissions vary in sources. These are usually 

not ‘owned’ by the company and data collection involves 

multiple stakeholders and data sources. In 2016, we 

started to evaluate these emissions, and intend to 

streamline our approach to defining and analyzing the 

value chain, and assessing risk in the most carbon 

intensive areas in which we can have an influence.

Our scope 3 emissions, as presented here, are emissions 

from  our transport-related activities in the years 2015 and 

2016. The data includes business flights and air freight 

of materials and garments to and from our warehouses 

around the world. The scope of data includes import and 

export activity to and from Delta Galil facilities that have 

warehouses. The data includes activity from Egypt, the 

US, Germany, Thailand and Israel, which are part of Delta 

Galil’s global supply chain.

Air Pollutant Emissions

The textile manufacturing process, from start to finish, can have a significant impact on the environment in terms of air emissions. 

Emissions monitoring varies from country to country and due to this complexity, we monitor emissions were regulation to do this 

exist but we don’t have a global picture. However, we know that the industrial steps we use in our direct activities– knitting, cutting 

and sewing – have relatively low impact on air pollution. Most air emissions produced by our activities come from the steam boiler 

stacks in part of our factories, and from transportation fuels. 
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Our main water source for production sites is utilities and 

municipal water (61%). At our sites in the Czech Republic 

and Slovakia we also source water from local rivers (Slaná 

in Slovakia, Sázava in the Czech Republic) and groundwater 

(Turkey and Slovakia). At our Site in Slovakia, 51% of total 

water consumed comes from groundwater sources and in 

Turkey this accounts for 95% of water consumption. We know 

from records of river flow rates and groundwater levels that no 

water source has been significantly affected by our water use.

Total water consumption at our sites, including distribution 

centers (DCs) and offices in 2015 was 547,675 m3, and 

518,836.8 m3 in 2016.

We take various measures, including the regular maintenance of our facilities and equipment replacement in such that are more 

efficient in water consumption. These measures are reflected in Delta Galil’s performance over the years.

Annual Water Consumption (m3) Per Ton Production (Ton/MDU)

Total Delta Galil Total production sites Total DC sites

91.12
97.65

68.35

88.13
93.90

64.78

98.40

86.5

102.10

Municipal water supplies
Surface water (river)
Ground water

Annual Water Comsumption (m3) Water Comsumption (m3) Breakdown 
by Water Source

550,548 545,208 547,675
518,837

2013 2014 2015 2016

38
.7

3%

60.89%

0.38%

To reduce water consumption further, we regularly maintain our facilities to minimizes leaks and replace older equipment with 

more water-efficient equipment. For example, in 2016 Delta Galil Israel’s Karmiel site implemented two projects to reduce 

water consumption:

1) A new soft water system, which achieved a 20% reduction in water use, due to improved system efficiency, as well as a 

20% reduction in chemical use.

2) A new soft hot water re-use system in seamless dyeing machines, which led to a 20% saving in treated water 

consumption and a significant saving of steam. This resulted in a: 

 Direct improvement in carbon footprint;

 Direct improvement in diesel usage;

  Reduction in GHG emissions.  

New systems to lower water use:

As seen in the graph, water consumption of ton product has 

decreased. The increase in DCs’ water consumption is due to 

the fact that they received and sent fewer distribution units so 

the denominator is smaller and m3/MDU is higher.

We still have some water intensive products whose production 

volume is based upon market trends. Over the last few years 

at our site in Bulgaria, for example, nearly 80% of product 

manufacturing has been converted to a process requiring 

steam instead of water, which has led to a dramatic reduction 

in water consumption. However, in 2015 and 2016 a high 

proportion of the site’s production was manufacturing a type 

of socks that requires a relatively large amount of water, due 

to repeated washes in water baths. So, water consumption at 

this site has risen from 17.03 m3/ton product in 2014, to 23.2 

m3/ton product in 2015, and 20.5 m3/ton product in 2016. 

We will continue to explore ways to reduce water use in the 

production of these socks.

2014 2015 20162014 2015 20162014 2015 2016
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Our manufacturing sites produce industrial wastewater, which 

amounted to 348,660 m3 and 456,185 m3 in 2015 and 2016 

respectively. This increase is due to the fact that in 2015 the 

Egyptian dye house was purchased during the first half of 

the year so data regarding wastewater discharge is partial, 

along with the fact that in 2016 there was a higher production 

volume and an additional 5% attributed to the Turkey facility 

that is not accounted for in 2015. 88% of Delta Galil’s 

wastewater is sent directly to an off-site treatment facility. 10% 

is treated on-site before being sent to a municipal wastewater 

treatment facility, and 2% is discharged to the ocean with the 

approval of local authorities.

Annual Wastewater Discharge 
from Delta Galil Sites (m3)

We make sure we comply with all legal requirements for 

wastewater quality. This involves regular monitoring to check 

wastewater quality at our sites. Some of the tests are done 

internally, while others are performed by external laboratories in 

accordance with local laws and regulations. We take measures 

to reduce our chemical discharge to wastewater treatment 

systems (see ‘Chemicals’ above). No water bodies and related 

habitats are significantly affected by the discharges of water 

and runoff from our sites.

Our commitment to environmental protection includes responsible 

disposal of our waste. Most of the waste generated by our facilities 

(textile waste, plastic, nylon, metal, cardboard, etc.) is collected and 

sent for recycling by licensed contractors. In addition to reducing 

the amount of waste produced by our manufacturing activities and 

improving our methods for managing waste, we also work to improve 

waste management in our logistics centers. We do this by implementing 

logistical changes and modifications that help us produce less waste, 

such as reusing cartons for storage and distribution.

Our DCs in the US have undergone massive good-

housekeeping initiatives over the past two years, which has led 

to disposal of many stored items. This increase in overall waste 

disposal, as well as the fact that they have received and sent 

fewer distribution units leading to a smaller denominator, has 

increased the waste disposal tonnage per MDU.

Annual Waste Disposal (ton) Per Ton Production / MD U

Total Delta Galil Total Production Sites Total DC Sites

2013 2014 2015 2016 2013 2014 2015 2016 2013 2014 2015 2016

7.9

10.6

0.49 0.57 0.56 0.43 0.31 0.33 0.32 0.23

10.6
10.9

2015 2016

348,660

456,185
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Delta’s New Headquarter in Israel

Implementing Green Building Practices

Following a strategic decision, Delta Galil in Israel has moved to new headquarters in Caesarea. This was a result of a 

comprehensive organizational shift to concentrate all departments under one single roof in order to improve synergies, 

corporation between units and create efficiency in business growth. 

The contemporary, dynamic building reflects the global power of the Company. Its flowing round design, with no 

corners, embodies our multicultural approach, and its attention to design represents the artistic side of our fashion 

products and innovative approach. 

In addition, the building was designed with a ‘green’ approach, using natural resources like daylight and making the 

new building in-keeping with its environment. The terraces and garden surrounding the building offer alternative work 

spaces. Using agronomic furniture, and a cafeteria serving freshly cooked meals each day also adds to employees’ 

health and wellbeing.
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At Delta Galil, we consider our people our most 

significant and essential asset. We treat each and 

every employee fairly, equally, and respectfully, and 

we provide them with tailor made tools for growth.

Delta Galil employs 10,300 employees25 worldwide. We treat 

them as the most important element in our success and 

transformation into a global leader. In the attempt to become 

an employer of choice, our Human Resources Unit designed 

a unique model- “Employer of Choice- Tailored for You”, 

that includes three components: Growth and Development, 

Wellbeing and Experience of Success.

Growth & Development 

Learning is crucial for organizational development and 

success, and is beneficial for both employers and employees. 

Employees will become more efficient and productive once 

they are trained well, and this leads to professional and 

personal growth. Our learning program is ongoing because we 

recognize that this is what leads to innovation and achieving 

business goals, attracting and retaining the best talents, 

and ultimately enhances business resilience. We invest in 

developing human capital by holding courses and learning 

programs with the goal of developing leadership, professional 

and organizational culture. In 2016 we developed the Delta 

DNA concept, including three components:

 Bonding: Cross company learning in mandatory 

issues such as onboarding, company values, regulations, 

safety etc.

 Real lasting leadership: leadership and management 

courses for first line managers, middle management and 

senior executives.

 Top quality: Role-focused training for different target 

audiences – designers, technologists, sales teams, account 

managers etc.

Within this framework, an annual learning program was built 

based on business needs which were raised by business 

unit leads. New content was developed and the program is 

adjustable and flexible over the year, providing managers with 

25    2016 data

Employer of Choice -”Tailored For You”
Being a Magnet for Great People, Who Choose to 
Make the Delta , Everyday.

5-12 learning days and employees with 2-5 days. Learning 

includes internal and external courses, academic studies, 

coaching and more. Each session is followed by a feedback 

survey, to measure its effectiveness. 

Delta DNA learning platform

Our Delta DNA learning program has three main attributes:

 Drive – proactive constant learning

 Navigate – between roles and career paths

 Accelerate – provide platforms and tools for business 

growth

In Israel, all Delta Galil employees undergo four obligatory 

training sessions on specific topics such as cyber safety, 

occupational health and safety, Ethical Code courseware and 

prevention of sexual harassment courseware (in departments 

that are more prone to sexual harassment, a face to face  

training is provided as well). 

Delta USA has launched the Delta Galil Learning University 

(DGLU). DGLU was created to offer training that will help build 

a culture that is collaborative, curious, innovative and can 

drive growth. Among the courses that are offered are skills 

development (office software, sales, design, sewing, etc.) and 

managerial skills (coaching and giving feedback, innovation, 

basic management tools and more). 
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Time2Talk is based on the fact that effective and timely 

feedback is a critical component to a successful performance 

management program, especially when used in conjunction 

with setting performance goals. Once effective feedback 

is given to employees on their progress towards their 

goals, employee performance will improve. Due to this, the 

performance review also sets between three and five personal 

targets for the coming year, which translates into an annual 

bonus, if achieved. The formula combines both personal 

goals, with corporate and unit performance goals, to convey a 

message of cross-company accounability.

Our HR unit verifies that each relevant manager has a valid 

bonus formula, and that the Payment for Performance (PFP) 

personal targets for each manager\employee are well defined. 

Managers also received training sessions and communications 

on the subject. In 2016, we incorporated our values into our 

performance reviews, and employees are also now appraised 

on these. 

The Time2Talk yearly performance cycle includes two feedback 

sessions with the employee, the first aims to set the annual 

goals, and the second (check point) to assess the employee’s 

performance. This new feedback system has been used to 

assess the performance of all managers and HQ employees 

in Israel, all managers and employees in the UK, as well as all 

managers in Bulgaria, Egypt, the UK and Asia. In 2015, 40% of 

managers completed Time2Talk and this grew to 70% in 2016.

We see great importance also in monitoring employee 

satisfaction. We send engagement surveys to employees on 

an annual basis, issued in Hebrew and English. These are filled 

out digitally, enabling control and data comparisons between 

departments and units. 65% of Delta Galil employees choose 

to participate in the survey in December 2016.

Experience of Success

In 2015, Delta Galil established a new platform for employee’s 

annual performance reviews - Time2Talk. The reviews facilitate 

an open dialogue26 with our employees, and supports ongoing 

performance improvement. This process is crucial for Delta 

Galil as a company, but also for Delta Galil managers and 

employees:

To Delta Galil

 A chance to define future directions and correct past 

performance and targets. 

 A clear picture of HR potential and risks.

To Managers

 Having an effective dialogue with each team member.

 Focusing efforts, enhancing motivation, listening.

To Employees

 A chance to hear and be heard.

 Having an impact on their future at Delta Galil.

To Employees

To Delta Galil

To Managers

Improving Sales Through 
Hands-On Training

Delta Israel has approximately 170 stores throughout the 

country. We take a hands-on approach to training Delta 

sales representatives through our heads of department. We 

do this by bringing in new collections, so our people can 

see the goods and rate them. We also bring in the designer 

of specific collections to talk about the concept and how 

the collection is made. For example, we brought in a lingerie 

stylist to teach our sales heads how to match styles to 

specific body types. After the training session, they were 

given personal and departmental sales targets, and had to 

pass on the training to their co-workers. By setting group 

sale targets, we encourage the passing on of knowledge to 

a wider audience.

26    102-43

Time
2
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Wellbeing

Delta Galil attaches great importance to the welfare, 

satisfaction, and wellbeing.

We encourage cooperation and dialogue with and, as 

previously mentioned, have established mechanisms to 

enable all employees, whoever and wherever they may 

be, to communicate with our management about any 

issue.

Our Wellbeing program is part of our new employee 

welfare strategy. We focus on offering variety for our 

many employees, who come from diverse backgrounds, 

are at different stages of live, and work in different 

occupations.

The program has four main components: 

 A progressive working environment compatible with 

employee needs;

 Benefits package, including health insurance, periodic 

health checks, a variety of social and welfare activities 

(family trips and picnics, movie night, summer camp 

and scholarships for employee children, employee 

purchasing club (Israel), etc);

 Welfare activities for different audiences;

 Healthy lifestyle, including our ‘Be Yourself’ program 

& Delta Galil USA wellness program.

‘Be Yourself’

This is a holistic program offering a wide range of activities. Be 

Yourself is about encouraging employees to strive for better living, 

healthier lifestyles and self-improvement, in their personal lives as well 

as the work place.

Delta Galil’s Vision for this program is that employees will pro-actively 

improve their health and happiness, by following their dreams and 

ambitions.

 The program is built around six pillars:

 Be in shape – emphasis on personal fitness through running 

groups, Zumba classes, Soccer teams, etc.

 Be Calm – self-realization through mind and body activities like 

Yoga and Guided Meditation.

 Be Healthy – gaining mental and physical health through 

professional consultations on balanced eating and athletic training.

 Be Confident – emphasis on confidence building and self-

improvement through public speaking, personal styling etc.

 Be Happy – creating happiness through positive psychology and 

achieving personal success.

 Be Creative – self-fulfillment through developing hobbies and 

personal talents.

The success of this program relies heavily on the partners and 

providers involved, they are the added value for the employees along 

with the sphere that Delta Galil has provided. Delta Galil searched for 

market leading vendors that offered more – more knowledge, more 

experience or a fresh new approach. In addition, Delta Galil was 

pleased to provide a platform for small new vendors to grow in and 

expand their business in a competitive market.

We launched Be Yourself in 2016 at Delta Galil sites in Israel and 

implemented some of its programs in the US and the UK. We plan to 

expand the program to other sites globally over the coming years. To 

do this, a needs assessment survey will be completed for each site. 

We have already carried out a needs study at our Bulgaria and Turkey 

sites and expect to launch the program there in 2017-2018.

Metta Movement Grant 
 

each year, select lululemon vendors are awarded Metta 

Movement Fund grants for projects that drive social and 

environmental sustainability. a 50K grant was awarded to 

Delta Galil’s ‘be yourself’ program in 2016. We are proud 

that our new strategy has been recognized for its leadership, 

innovation and excellence.

Providing Day Care at Our Facility in Jordan

The Factory was established in 1996, on the All Hassan Estate 

near Ramtha in Jordan. 90% of the workforce are women, in 

which over 45% are married with children. 

Based on Delta Galil’s approach to its employees, our HR 

department focuses mainly on welfare and the wellbeing of our 

employees, ensuring health benefits, providing transportation 

solutions, supporting employees with disabilities, and 

continually improving working environments. 

In September 2016, we opened a children’s day care center 

at our factory. This is the first of its kind in Jordan, and was 

established in cooperation with the Jordanian Ministry of Labor 

and the National Council for Family Affairs, chaired by Queen 

Rania of Jordan. She also provided professional assistance, 

to ensure that we are working in full compliance with local law 

and regulations. The center was inaugurated at a ceremony in 

the presence of representatives from the Ministry of Labor, the 

NCFA fund and local officials.

Award winning Program

‘Be Yourself’ Program was awarded by the Israeli Society for 

Human Resource Management first prize for an employee 

welfare program due to its innovative approach.    

In 2016, The “Be Yourself” program offered27:

Personal Measurements
Sport Therapy
Running groups
Zumba weekly classes
“Health is in Your Hands” – Seminars
Positive Psychology Seminars
Styling seminar
Creative Fair27   Sport therapy includes running groups, balance and other classes
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Fashion is dependent on culture and 

geographical region, and we strive 

to create products that suit as wide 

an audience as possible, embracing 

different cultures and, faiths, genders 

and stages of life. 

To understand the varying needs of individuals, we employ 

people from all walks of life who represent the diversity in our 

society. This approach represents the culture of our Company.  

Even though we have no written procedures on local 

employment, we follow our beliefs in practice as well as our 

Code of Ethics. Everywhere we go, our ambition is to engage 

local employees and managers as much as possible. We see 

diversity as an inseparable part of equal and fair employment 

and continue Dov Lautmans legacy. Our policy opposes any 

form of discrimination on grounds of race, skin color, sexuality, 

gender, religion, nationality, age, disability, or any other 

characteristic. We believe in mutual respect and coexistence 

both within the Delta Galil family and among the communities 

in which we work, and employ members of all genders, races, 

cultures, religions, and beliefs. 

We presume that employing a diverse portfolio of employees 

directly empowers our company, as those employees are 

a significant driving force for growth. Our policy states that 

the company will encourage the diversity of its workforce 

and shall not discriminate on any basis during the employee 

recruitment and screening process. Furthermore, the company 

shall operate in accordance with local laws and workforce 

regulations regarding employing people with disabilities.

We aspire to achieve transparency, fairness, equal opportunity 

and diversity in employment while avoiding harmful 

employment. During the reporting period, there were no 

incidents of discrimination at our sites.

Marketing and advertising campaigns for Delta Galil and our 

brands also aim to be representative of all races, genders, 

and cultures. We see our products as suitable for any place 

at any time, and carefully selecting models and presenters to 

reflect our wide range of target audiences. Furthermore, we 

are careful not to offend, and tailor advertising materials to our 

target audiences.

Women make up the majority of our workforce, and we are 

proud to provide women across the world with employment 

opportunities. In the reporting period, around 73% of our 

employees were female. 

Our Founder’s Vision 
for Diversity 

Delta was founded by Mr. Dov 

Lautman in 1975. Since the very 

beginning, he had a clear vision 

for diversity in the Company, 

employing people from diverse 

backgrounds, cultures and faiths. 

Under his leadership, Delta Galil 

not only became an enormously 

successful textile manufacturer, 

but also a coexistence lab where Arab, Jewish, Christian and 

Druze employees worked together side by side towards a 

common goal, creating superior products. As an outspoken 

activist for Jewish-Arab cooperation in Israel, Lautman 

also served as a bridge of peace to Jordan and Egypt by 

expanding Delta Galil’s factories to Israel’s neighbors and 

providing employment to thousands. 

In 2014, Maala and the Israeli Forum for Employment Diversity 

set up the ‘Business in Diversity Award’ to encourage 

voluntary business initiatives. The award was named after 

our late Founder in recognition and appreciation for his many 

years promoting diversity and inclusion in the Israeli economy 

and society. 

Dov Lautman was indeed a very unique person; a leader, an 

entrepreneur, an innovative visionary. His vision for Delta Galil 

will always serve as a guideline for the way our Company 

works and conducts its affairs with various stakeholders.

Female Male

2016 Employee Breakdown by Gender

73%

27%
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We believe it is our responsibility to provide our employees with a 

safe and healthy work place, and the opportunity to grow and develop 

within the Delta Galil family. We believe it is our most basic duty to treat  

every employee fairly, equally, impartially and respectfully. Delta Galil 

is firmly committed to the fair and equal treatment of all employees 

and candidates, who are assessed according to their competencies, 

qualifications and accomplishments.

We condemn any violation of employment laws and 

regulations, and prohibit child labor, forced labor, exceeded 

working hours or any other violation. To guarantee compliance 

with the law and our polices, we follow employment 

procedures to ensure the authenticity of provided details such 

as age, so that no children are employed by us. Customer and 

third-party audits of our operations, and those of our suppliers, 

also help to prevent both child and forced labor. During the 

reporting period, no incidents of child or forced labor were 

identified in Delta Galil owned facilities.

Using various tools, including audits and inspections, we ensure our employees’ 

rights are upheld without exception. In addition, we have established mechanisms 

to enable all employees, whoever and wherever they may be, to address our 

management and communicate with them about any issue, with complete 

discretion. 

In cases of significant operational changes, like in relocating a plant or a 

significant change in activity, we make sure to inform our employees beforehand, 

usually giving approximately three months’ notice. We believe that by engaging  

employees in the process, these changes proceed more smoothly, as described 

by Delta Egypt on pg. 57. We also saw this when we consolidated Delta Galil 

Israel under one roof. Prior to the move, we recruited or own employees from 

various sites to act as ambassadors to this strategic move. They appeared in 

videos and bulletin boards and in all communications of the project making them 

an active part of the ongoing processes towards the move. 

Furthermore, we abide by International Labor Organization ‘Zero Tolerance’ 

standards as described in most workplace codes of conduct. Employing 

workers on a voluntary basis, we ensure no forced labor is used in any form. 

We don’t tolerate child labor, and young workers (older than the minimum age 

for employment but younger than 18) are hired under special conditions as 

prescribed by local law. 

Harassment and abuse are unacceptable, including verbal, physical, 

psychological or sexual harassment. Working hours must be compliant with local 

laws or customer standards, whichever is stricter. We also ensure that all workers 

receive at least the minimum wage and all other mandatory payments. Wages are 

always paid on time, and we only employ workers through formal employment 

contracts. (For further information see Responsible Supply Chain on pg. 69).

2015 2016

7

9

Delta Galil’s Annual Social Compliance Audits

The graphic on the right shows the total number of social 

audits performed by our compliance team at Delta Galil’s-

owned sites during 2015-2016:
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Our Code of Ethics states: ‘Taking no chances - Health and 

safety’. We strictly enforce all health and safety laws and 

regulations. We provide a safety handbook containing all 

relevant rules and regulations, both local and those required 

by our customers, at each site. All sites also run a health 

and safety program and have a Health and Safety Officer 

who is trained in the relevant local and international laws and 

regulations.  

We take all necessary steps to prevent accidents and injury 

arising out of, linked with or occurring in the course of work or 

as a result of facility operations. We also employ systems, such 

as risk assessment and internal audits, to identify and reduce 

potential risks to health and safety. 

Delta Galil’s Code of Ethics states that every employee is 

responsible for complying with and upholding the health 

and safety laws relating to their work area. Employees are 

responsible for taking the necessary precautions to protect 

themselves, suppliers, co-workers and the public at large, 

including immediately reporting accidents, injuries, and unsafe, 

unhealthy and hazardous conditions. 

Health and Safety Committee

All our sites have a formal Health and Safety Committee, run 

jointly by managers, supervisors and production workers. 

These meet monthly to agree preventive on-site measures. 

The committees review any health and safety accidents that 

may have occurred, develop any necessary emergency action 

plans, and advise on improvements to our health and safety 

programs. 

Improvements are then implemented by our Health and Safety 

Officers who are also responsible for developing related 

procedures at our sewing and textile operations. 100% of the 

total workforce at our manufacturing sites are represented 

by formal health and safety committees. The outputs of the 

committees are reported to Delta Galil’s management. 

Delta Galil includes occupational health and safety among 

its major sustainability priorities, and regards creating 

a healthy and safe working environment for employees 

as its primary responsibility. We strive to continuously 

improve all aspects of the working environment so our 

workforce is ‘happy, healthy and here’.

Risk Assessments and Audits

Health and safety requirements are vast and cover all areas of 

employment. Risk assessments determine the possibility and 

severity of potential incidents. Each scenario is rated as very 

high, high, medium or low risk. Based on these assessments, 

actions are taken to reduce risk as a preventive measure. We 

collaborate with facilities that face health and safety challenges 

to help solve any problems. Depending on the situation, this 

is either done directly or through third parties, such as the 

International Labor Organization, Better Work etc. 

We ensure that at least an annual audit of our supplier factories 

is carried out, including monitoring of any possible health 

and safety violations. This audit could be conducted by a 

third party such as a reputable audit company, a Delta Galil 

customer, or our compliance team. 

Raising Awareness and Taking 
Preventive Actions

We raise awareness of health and safety via our employee 

training and new Wellbeing program (for further reading go 

to pg. 106). Through seminars and guidance, we increase 

knowledge about issues like chemical management, first 

aid, forklift safety, emergency response (including fire and 

earthquake drills) and more. 

At our manufacturing sites, annual health check-ups are 

performed for all employees to help prevent or diagnose 

occupational illnesses and health problems. The site’s health 

and safety handbooks are updated by their health practitioner 

and health and safety expert. 

All Delta Galil owned textile facilities have built-in fire safety 

systems, such as sprinkler systems, smoke detectors, 

emergency exits and fire alarms, etc. Fire drills are performed 

at least twice a year at all facilities. In addition, at our 

Vietnamese facility, due to local law requriement the facility 

stores protective suits for emergency first responders. 

Monitoring health and safety metrics is important to prevent 

incidents. We aim to reduce work-related injury and severity 

rates through our unified measuring system. This is based 

on Occupational Health and Safety Administration (OHSA) 

principles and indicators. The injury rate indicator is used 

to show how many accidents occurred in a 200,000-hour 

work period. The severity rate indicator shows the gravity of 

accidents during the same number of hours worked, and is 

based on the number of lost work days. The lost time rate is 

another way to show the severity of work accidents but does 

not take into account the number of accidents. Below is an 

example from our three sock manufacturing facilities: 

2.9

1.3 1.3

3.4

1.5 1.1

0 0 0
0.6

32.6

22.8

3.8

10.9

1.0 1.1

21.9

3.1

Factory Recordable Injury/Ilness Rate Lost Time Case Rate Factory Severity Rate

Annual Safety Metrics From Socks Manufacturing Facilities 2015-2016

Turkey Bulgaria Israel

2015 2016 2015 2016 2015 2016
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At the end of 2016, Delta Galil employed approximately 10,300 

people across all sites. This compares to 8,750 at the end 

of 2015. The increase largely derives from the purchase of 

Delta Premium Brands in August 2016, which increased our 

personnel in the US from 640 to 1,430 employees. In addition, 

the number of manufacturing workers increased in 2016, 

mainly in light of the expansion of our new Egyptian plant (at El 

Minya) and the opening of our new plant in Vietnam.  

Around 60% of our people are employed in manufacturing 

activity, with 40% employed in development, logistics, 

marketing, sales and administrative activities. The majority of 

our employees are female (about 73%) and most employees 

are over 30 years of age. 

Delta Galil Employee Breakdown by Age

2015

under 30

31%

36%

30-35

49%
46%

over 50

21%
18%

2016

Employee Breakdown by 
Activity Type 2016

Development, Logistics, Marketing, 
Sales and Administrative Activities
Manufacturing

41%

59%

Delta Galil’s Annual Workforce 
2014-2016

2014 2015 2016

8,500 8,750

10,300
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23%

14%

13%

4%

1% 9%

6%

3%

7%

15%

5%

23%

7%2%

16%

6%

11%

7%

3%

8%

11%

6%

2016 Workforce Geographic Composition

USA
Others
Israel
Jordan
Egypt

Turkey
Asia (mainly Thailand) 
Czech Republic
Slovakia
Bulgaria
Germany

USA
Others
Israel
Jordan
Egypt

Turkey
Asia (mainly Thailand) 
Czech Republic
Slovakia
Bulgaria
Germany

2015 Workforce Geographic Composition

We recognize the legal rights of employees to associate and 

act together to maintain their rights. We respect the rights 

of Delta Galil's employees to associate and join collective 

bargaining agreements. Some of our operations are in places 

where employees’ right to exercise freedom of association 

or collective bargaining is known to be at greater risk. We 

ensure this right is maintained through different means, such 

as undergoing customer and third-party audits, and including 

clauses in all Brand Codes of Conduct that recognize workers' 

right to freedom of association and collective bargaining. 

We therefore ensure that our partners are obliged to operate 

according to Delta Galil's Ethical Code. 

Our facilities in Israel, Jordan, Thailand and Turkey all have 

collective bargaining agreements (CBA) with our workers. The 

facility in Vietnam has a CBA that will shortly be approved by 

the Vietnamese authorities. Schiesser workers in Germany are 

employed under a collective agreement signed between the 

Company and the Commerce Branch Committee. Employees 

of Schiesser subsidiaries in the Czech Republic and Slovakia 

are also employed under similar agreements.  62% of our 

workforce in 2015 and 64% in 2016 were covered by collective 

bargaining agreements28. 

28   102-41
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As a large employer with global reach, 

we believe we must use our presence 

and influence for the benefit of the 

communities in which we operate. We 

honor and maintain a long legacy of 

community involvement and employee 

volunteering. Today this legacy is 

an inseparable part of our corporate 

responsibility strategy.
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The beneficiaries of our donations and various volunteer 

programs, are people who generally need our help the 

most – children, teenagers and young people with special 

needs. By investing in young people, we believe we are 

contributing to the future of the next generation. And by 

supporting those with special needs, either by providing basic 

necessities or educational activities, teaching empowerment, 

personal responsibility and leadership, we help provide equal 

opportunities for the next generation.  

The company’s donations and contributions are part of our 

overall Social Investment Policy. We contribute through three 

main channels:

1. Financial donations

2. Donating our products

3. Employee volunteering

Through the social programs we are involved with and our 

work in the community we wish to demonstrate values of 

tolerance, mutual respect, the importance of education and 

equal opportunity to all. We believe that promoting these 

values will help create a better, healthier and stronger society 

wherever we operate. We receive various requests from local 

communities for support and are also proactive in finding and 

creating our own projects.

Though we have never examined the indirect effects that our 

community projects have on the surrounding community in 

particular and society in general, we believe that for the long 

run our contributions will not only affect personally but will 

create a wider circle of influence on the community. Like a 

stone thrown into the water, creating circles around it, we hope 

that our community investments will create a positive ripple 

effect. Projects that are tailor made by Delta Galil and our 

partners are assessed for their impact on a yearly basis. 

We believe that our operations have no negative impacts 

on local communities. In every site in which operate, we 

contribute to local employment and get involved in local 

projects whenever possible. As a policy, we do not donate 

to political parties, politicians, and related institutions. In 

2015 and 2016, Delta Galil donated approximately $360,000 

and $355,000 respectively to various nonprofits and social 

activities, including donations of products. 

Developing Leaders of the Future 
from the Ethiopian Community 

Our Ethiopian Leadership program in Israel was launched 

in 2013, in cooperation with the Friends of Haifa University 

and Department for Academic and Personal Assistance. The 

program aims to advance the Ethiopian community and reduce 

academic and social gaps within society. Students come from 

various academic disciplines, and all face similar challenges.

The three-year program provides leadership training to help 

participants realize their academic potential, increase their 

community involvement, integrate in academia, and ultimately 

succeed in the employment market upon graduation.

Each academic year, a new group of students joins the 

program, and receives a comprehensive support package. 

This includes a scholarship, laptop, classes in English and 

learning skills, as well as individual tutoring throughout the year. 

In addition, students in their second and third year participate 

in workshops on personal growth and empowerment, 

introduction to the employment market and communication 

skills, including preparation for interviews and so on.

So far, this program has helped approximately 60 students and 

another cycle is due to open this fall.

Shaping the Future of 
the Industry

In 2014, we strengthened our collaboration with the Shenkar 

College of Engineering and Design, by adopting the college’s 

textile design department and investing in its renovation and 

facilities. In addition, we granted scholarships to students 

studying in the textile and fashion design departments, and ran 

activities in the field of textile innovation.

In 2015, we collaborated on a special course for second year 

fashion students at Shenkar College, specializing in the field 

of active wear design. We participated in many different ways; 

from sponsoring the course, supplying materials and sharing 

information, to introducing students to textile technologies by 

Delta Galil, and providing a tour of our manufacturing facility

 in Israel. In the spirit of our Company, the course heavily 

emphasized innovation, and students were encouraged to 

develop their own designs and materials.

The course introduces students to current trends, technologies 

and manufacturing processes in today’s textile industry 

– important factors for work that are often overlooked in 

academic studies. It was natural to run this course with 

Shenkar College, because of our previous collaborations, 

and also because the course was developed by two Shenkar 

alumni; Osnat Leon, our VP of purchasing, and Natalie 

Ravhon, a senior designer at Delta Israel. 

“The students’ products were very good, in terms of quality 

and their level of understanding of the active fashion world, 

and some could even have commercial value,” says Leon. “By 

involving young designers and fashion students with real-life 

processes and our own production environment, we helped 

expose a side of the industry that is not taught in school.”

Charitable Donations

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

0.16 0.21 0.27 0.36 0.36

0.35%
0.37%

0.47%

0.69%

0.52%

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

Donations Percentage from Profit Before Tax
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BODY SPIRIT

In 2015, Delta Galil was proud to launch a new community 

program called BODY SPIRIT. This is co-sponsored by the 

Ministry of Social Services and Ashalim (part of the nonprofit 

Joint Distribution Committee Israel). 

BODY SPIRIT supports girls aged 13-18 in foster homes 

across the country who have been exposed to abuse or at 

risk environments. The program is made up of 12 sessions 

where, with the help of a counselor and social worker, the 

girls are given physical and emotional tools to deal with their 

experiences and relieve stress. Through sports, dancing, 

guided imagery and verbal exercises, the program creates 

a shared and safe space for personal growth. The girls also 

develop awareness of, and a more critical approach to social 

messages to which they are exposed.

‘ACHARAI!’ (FOLLOW ME) 
ASSOCIATION

Acharai! was established in 1997 and aims to create young 

leaders. The association encourages social involvement among 

youth in peripheral communities in Israel. 

Acharai! focuses on self-empowerment and team work, and 

aims to build a love of the country among participants. Other 

activities include leadership courses, community volunteering, 

and supporting young people up to the age of 25 through 

academic preparation courses. 

The association supports approximately 5,000 participants 

every year in its activities, across 100 communities. Apart from 

the monetary donation, Delta Galil’s participation during the 

reporting years included having one of our senior managers 

accompanying the Acharai! group activities in Karmiel 

THE BE’ER SHEVA YOUTH 
FOOTBALL LEAGUE

Delta Galil has ‘adopted’ the Be’er Sheva youth football 

league, which aims to instill positive values and social behavior 

in young people so that they become upstanding citizens. Our 

involvement includes: 

 A personal grant and mentoring for four youths by Delta 

Galil Israel’s CEO.

 Delta Galil’s ‘Excellence tournament’ twice a year.

 ‘Values in Sports’ program – Workshops to build personal 

values among young people in sports.

TECHNODA (TECH-SCIENCE) 
PROJECT

The ‘Technoda’ is a center established in 1986, as part of a 

rehabilitation project aimed at enriching and exposing children 

from peripheral communities to the fascinating world of 

science and technology, while providing them with practical 

skills. On a social level, the center aims to bridge gaps by 

providing exposure to technology to youths from a low socio-

economic background.

Delta Galil contributes to the program by preparing a special 

syllabus on industry and innovation, which is based on themes 

taken from the world of Delta Galil.

industry

Social Science

values

knowledge

Self Confiedence
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United States 

In December 2016 our Williamsport, PA DC associates 

gathered to decorate a Christmas tree with Delta Galil’ 

merchandise. The tree was auctioned and the money went to 

a charitable cause on behalf of the Company. 

Turkey

Our Turkey Facility has several programs in place for employee 

volunteering and giving back to the community: 

 A yearly scholarship for excellence (high school and/or 

college student). 

 Annual donation (stationery equipment, finger paint, putty 

and other materials) to a kindergarten where employee 

children go to;

 Daily donation of domestic waste to a shelter for street 

animals. We also send disposed textile to the shelter, which 

uses it for blankets for the animals.

 Visiting institutions - from time-to-time our employees 

visit social services, child protection agencies and nursing 

homes to provide company for the residents. 

 Yearly blood donations to Turkish Red Crescent blood 

banks. 

Thailand 

On ‘National Children’s Day’, our Thailand facility makes an 

annual contribution of two bicycles’. Known as “Wan Dek” 

in Thai, our employees hold a lucky draw event in which the 

bicycles are given to two children.

In 2015, due to the replacement of fluorescent tubes with LED 

lights at the facility, Delta Galil TPG donated the still-usable 

tubes to local schools and a local temple.
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Our Board of Directors includes eight members - seven men 

and one woman - two of whom are independent external 

directors. The Board meets at least quarterly to review and 

approve the company’s financial results and future strategic 

plans. 

Four of the directors have background in the textile industry, 

and a minimum of two must have accounting and financial 

experience. 

The Board comprises three committees that monitor its 

financial and managerial activities:

Audit Committee

Consists of three members, two of which are independent 

external directors. Committee members are elected by 

shareholders and appointed by the shareholders’ assembly. 

The committee appoints an internal auditor, and meets once a 

year to approve its annual work plans. Delta Galil’s accountants 

regularly conduct internal and external audits. The Committee 

meets to discuss audit reports and their findings on a regular 

basis.

Financial Reports Committee

Consists of three members, two of which are independent 

external directors. The Committee meets quarterly to discuss 

the financial results and makes recommendations to the Board 

for approval.

Remuneration Committee

Consists of three board members. The committee deals 

with salary and employment conditions, as well as bonuses 

and options for senior executives. Delta Galil operates a 

compensation plan for senior management, which includes 

compensation based on individual and division achievements 

as well as meeting consolidated budget goals.

The Board of Directors meets to discuss the relationship 

between remuneration given to senior managers and 

stakeholders and their contribution to the company. Company 

management reviews the work and contributions of every 

manager, or other relevant party, to the company’s business 

objectives and their compliance with work plans. Management 

examines the company’s performance across various areas 

in relation to the different responsibilities of the company’s 

managers.

Some remunerations (bonuses) given to senior company 

officials are conditional on their achieving personal and 

measurable objectives, as well as on company results. 

The Board of Directors determines a fair and reasonable 

remuneration for each associate and senior manager, which 

reflects his or her contributions to the company throughout the 

given year. These are based on the PFP performances outlined 

in Experience of Success sub-chapter.

Delta Galil employees act according to specific procedures 

to avoid conflicts of interest. This involves full disclosure and 

transparency anytime there is a potential conflict.

The Company Secretary and legal advisor are responsible 

for preparing a training program for new directors. The main 

purpose of this is to explain the business and legal aspects 

relevant to the Company and its directors. Furthermore, the 

Chairman of the Board of Directors periodically examines 

the need for additional training for serving directors, in order 

to update their knowledge in areas that are under their 

responsibility.

For many years and across all operations, Delta Galil has 

strived to act in accordance with the four main principles of 

Corporate Governance: fairness, transparency, accountability 

and responsibility.
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Disclosure Description Page number /Direct answer/Omission

GRI 102: General Disclosures 2016

ORGANIzATIONAL PROFILE

102-1 Name of the organization 18

102-2 Activities, brands, products, and services 26-47

102-3 Location of headquarters 138

102-4 Location of operations 24-25

102-5 Ownership and legal form 18

102-6 Markets served 21-22,34,35

102-7 Scale of the organization 18,21,24,60,61

102-8 Information on employees and other workers 24-25

102-9 Supply chain 70-79

102-10
Significant changes to the organization and its 
supply chain

21

102-11 Precautionary Principle or approach 67

102-12 External initiatives 48,75,92

102-13 Membership of associations 48

STRATEGy 

102-14 Statement from senior decision-maker 7-8

102-15 Key impacts, risks, and opportunities 62-67

ETHICS AND INTEGRITy

102-16
Values, principles, standards, and norms of 
behavior 

49-54

102-17 Mechanisms for advice and concerns about ethics 54,65,111

GOvERNANCE

102-18 Governance structure 128

102-22
Composition of the highest governance body and 
its committees 

128

102-23 Chair of the highest governance body 18

Disclosure Description Page number /Direct answer/Omission

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT

102-40 List of stakeholder groups 12,55

102-41 Collective bargaining agreements 116

102-42 Identifying and selecting stakeholders 12,55

102-43 Approach to stakeholder engagement 12,56,77,104

102-44 Key topics and concerns raised 56,57

REPORT PROFILE AND SCOPE

102-45
Entities included in the consolidated financial 
statements 

10

102-46 Defining report content and topic Boundaries 12-13

102-47 List of material topics 13

102-48 Restatements of information 10,82

102-49 Changes in reporting 10

102-50 Reporting period 10

102-51 Date of most recent report 10

102-52 Reporting cycle 10

102-53 Contact point for questions regarding the report 138

102-54
Claims of reporting in accordance with the GRI 
Standards

10,12

102-55 GRI content index 132-137

102-56 External assurance 10

Material Topics - Economic

GRI 201: ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE 2016

GRI 103: 
Management Approach

103-1: Explanation of the material topic and its 
Boundary

103-2: The management approach and its 
components

103-3: Evaluation of the management approach

13,60

18, 60-61

201-1 Direct economic value generated and distributed 23,60,120

201-2
Financial implications and other risks and 
opportunities due to climate change

63

GRI 202: MARKET PRESENCE 2016

GRI 103: 
Management Approach

103-1: Explanation of the material topic and its 
Boundary

103-2: The management approach and its 
components

103-3: Evaluation of the management approach

13,21,24,25

21,24,25

202-2
Proportion of senior management hired from the 
local community

24
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Disclosure Description Page number /Direct answer/Omission

GRI 203: INDIRECT ECONOMIC IMPACTS 2016
This indicator is partially reported 
on pg. 25,57,120-124 as it was 
not identified as material.

GRI 204: PROCuREMENT PRACTICES 2016
This indicator is partially reported 
on pg. 70-79 as it was not 
identified as material.

GRI 205: ANTICORRuPTION 2016
This indicator is partially reported 
on pg. 64-65 as it was not 
identified as material.

Material Topics- Environmental

GRI 301: MATERIALS 2016
This indicator is partially reported 
on pg. 84-85 as it was not 
identified as material.

GRI 302: ENERGy 2016

GRI 103: 
Management Approach

103-1: Explanation of the material topic and its 
Boundary

103-2: The management approach and its 
components

103-3: Evaluation of the management approach

13,82,86-89

82,86-89

302-1 Energy consumption within the organization 87

302-3 Energy intensity 89

302-4 Reduction of energy consumption 88

302-5
Reductions in energy requirements of products and 
services

82,85

 

GRI 303: WATER 2016

Reduction of energy consumption

103-1: Explanation of the material topic and its 
Boundary

103-2: The management approach and its 
components

103-3: Evaluation of the management approach

13,93

82,93-95

 Water withdrawal by source 94

302-5
Water sources significantly affected by withdrawal 
of water 

94

GRI 305: EMISSIONS 2016
This indicator is partially reported 
on pg. 90-92 as it was not 
identified as material.

GRI 306: -EFFLuENTS AND WASTE 2016
This indicator is partially reported 
on pg. 93, 96-97 as it was not 
identified as material.

Disclosure Description Page number /Direct answer/Omission

GRI 307: ENvIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE 2016

GRI 103: 
Management Approach

103-1: Explanation of the material topic and its 
Boundary

103-2: The management approach and its 
components

103-3: Evaluation of the management approach

13 ,82

72-74,82

307-1
Non-compliance with environmental laws and 
regulations

82

Material Topics- Social

GRI 401: EMPLOyMENT 2016
This indicator is partially reported 
on pg.114-116 as it was not 
identified as material.

GRI 403: OCCuPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETy

GRI 103: 
Management Approach

103-1: Explanation of the material topic and its 
Boundary

103-2: The management approach and its 
components

103-3: Evaluation of the management approach

13 ,112

73,112-113

403-1
Workers representation in formal joint management–
worker health and safety committees

112

403-2
Types of injury and rates of injury, occupational 
diseases, lost days, and absenteeism, and number 
of work-related fatalities

113

GRI 404: TRAINING AND EDuCATION 2016
This indicator is partially reported 
on pg. 101-105 as it was not 
identified as material.

GRI 405: DIvERSITy AND EquAL OPPORTuNITy 2016
This indicator is partially reported 
on pg. 107-111 as it was not 
identified as material.

GRI 406: NON-DISCRIMINATION 2016

GRI 103: 
Management Approach

103-1: Explanation of the material topic and its 
Boundary

103-2: The management approach and its 
components

103-3: Evaluation of the management approach

13,109-111

109-111

406-1
Incidents of discrimination and corrective actions 
taken

109

.135134.



Disclosure Description Page number /Direct answer/Omission

GRI 408: CHILD LABOR 2016

GRI 103: 
Management Approach

103-1: Explanation of the material topic and its 
Boundary

103-2: The management approach and its 
components

103-3: Evaluation of the management approach

13,72-75

72-75, 110-111

408-1
Operations and suppliers at significant risk for 
incidents of child labor

74-75,110-111

GRI 409: FORCED OR COMPuLSORy LABOR 2016

GRI 103: 
Management Approach

103-1: Explanation of the material topic and its 
Boundary

103-2: The management approach and its 
components

103-3: Evaluation of the management approach

13,72-74

72-75, 110-111

409-1
Operations and suppliers at significant risk for 
incidents of forced or compulsory labor

74,110-111

GRI 412: HuMAN RIGHTS ASSESSMENT 2016

GRI 103: 
Management Approach

103-1: Explanation of the material topic and its 
Boundary

103-2: The management approach and its 
components

103-3: Evaluation of the management approach

13,72-75

72-75, 110-111

412-1
Operations that have been subject to human rights 
reviews or impact assessments

74

GRI 413: LOCAL COMMuNITIES 2016
This indicator is partially reported 
on pg. 120-124 as it was not 
identified as material.

CuST GRI 416: CuSTOMER HEALTH AND SAFETy 2016 OMER HEALTH AND SAFETy

GRI 103: 
Management Approach

103-1: Explanation of the material topic and its 
Boundary

103-2: The management approach and its 
components

103-3: Evaluation of the management approach

13,66-67

62,66-67

416-1
Assessment of the health and safety impacts of 
product and service categories

66-67

416-2
Incidents of non-compliance concerning the health 
and safety impacts of products and services

67

Disclosure Description Page number /Direct answer/Omission

GRI 417: MARKETING COMMuNICATIONS AND PRODuCT AND SERvICE LABELING 2016

GRI 103: 
Management Approach

103-1: Explanation of the material topic and its 
Boundary

103-2: The management approach and its 
components

103-3: Evaluation of the management approach

13,62-63

63

417-2
Incidents of non-compliance concerning product 
and service information and labeling

63

417-3
Incidents of non-compliance concerning marketing 
communications

63

GRI 418: CuSTOMER PRIvACy 2016
This indicator is partially reported 
on pg. 63 as it was not identified 
as material.

GRI 419: COMPLIANCE 2016

GRI 103: 
Management Approach

103-1: Explanation of the material topic and its 
Boundary

103-2: The management approach and its 
components

103-3: Evaluation of the management approach

13,73

61,63-64,67,72-72,82,110

419-1
Non-compliance with laws and regulations in the 
social and economic area

61,63,67,82,110

Corporate SoCial 
reSponSibility 
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